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In many fields of research time-related data is recorded: birth rates and population growth
in demography, stock prices in the finance sector, water levels in geography, CPU loads in
computer science, weather data in meteorology, just to mention a few. Scientists use this data
to accumulate knowledge, understand interrelationships, explore influences, explain issues, or
to discover new phenomena in order to understand our environment, cure deseases, improve
techniques or develop new methods.
If the data is ordered in time, it is called a time series and the mathematical modelling and
analysis of it is called time-series analysis. Often the question arises whether the data follows a
stationary model or exhibits some kind of change(s). By ‘change’ we generally mean a change
in the distribution and call it a structural break. The time points at which a structural break
occures are called change points. In this work we introduce, explain and analyse statistical
methods that are designed to detect and estimate change points. We conduct the step of
detection by a statistical test whose construction depends on the model we assume and type
of alternative we expect. The change-point estimators are based on these statistics.
The first part of this dissertation was realised in collaboration with Prof. Hernando Ombao
(University of California at Irvine) and is motivated by a multi-channel electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) data set. EEG is a non-invasive measure of the brain’s electrical activity. These
EEGs were recorded in a visual-motor experiment, where a participant is visually instructed
to move a joystick either to the right or to the left. The reason to conduct this experiment is
to understand the changes in the dynamics of brain processing during a visual-motor task to
develop some mapping between EEGs and the intention to move. Eventually, these results can
be used to direct the movement of a paralysed patient’s wheelchair or of a patient’s artifical
limb.
We are interested in identifying changes in the brain activity during the course of trial. Each
trial started in a relaxed state until at a known fixed time point a visual stimulus was given
to move the joystick either to the left or right. The first goal is to identify the delay between
stimulus shown and hand reaction. To this end we assume an at-most-one-change (AMOC)
autoregressive model and consider maximum- and sum-type statistics based on weighted par-
tial sums of residuals. These residuals are estimated by approximating the regression function
by a linear regression function. We derive the null asymptotics of the test statistics and show
the consistency of the tests under a large class of alternatives. Further, we prove that the
change-point estimators are consistent in all cases where the test has asymptotic power one.
The results of the data analysis based on this model indicated that there is probably a sec-
ond change point, which is related to the end of hand movement. Therefore, we considered
additionally an epidemic change-point model, which separates the data into a relaxed state, a
state containing the signal of movement, and again a relaxed state. For the epidemic change-
point tests we adapted the AMOC test statistics and derived the corresponding asymptotic
results.
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We want to point out that in each trial the electrical activity was measured in 12 different
channels and since we can expect the change(s) at least approximately at the same time
point(s) we can pool the information of the data set by using multivariate statistics. Never-
theless, we first consider univariate test and estimation procedures and afterwards generalise
them to multivariate methods. To analyse the performance of the introduced methods for
small sample sizes we conduct a simulation study.
In the second part of this work we consider a change-point model which allows for several
structural breaks. While a large amount of literature is available for AMOC models, less has
been published for multiple change-point problems. Usually, computational intensive methods
of model selection are proposed which further require to fix an upper bound for the number of
structural breaks beforehand. The only well established test and estimation procedure based
on hypothesis testing is the binary segmentation procedure of Vostrikova (1981). It tests and
estimates the change points sequentially in a way that the overall significance level cannot be
controlled.
A not so well-known method is proposed in Antoch et al. (2000). It tests for multiple structural
breaks with an asymptotic significance level α and simultaneously estimates the number and
locations of change points. It is based on moving-sum (MOSUM) statistics and has the
advantages of being computationally fast and applicable to a broad range of models. As a
start we consider in this work a location model which allows for changes in the expectation
in an otherwise strictly stationary sequence of random variables. We use a maximum-type
statistic based on moving-sums of estimated residuals introduced and analysed in the context
of changes in the expectation in an otherwise independent and identically distributed random
sequence by Hušková and Slabỳ (2001). We generalise their result concerning the asymptotic
null distribution to the stationary case and show the consistency of the estimator for the
number of structural breaks. Further, we obtain uniform rates of consistency for the change-
point estimators and derive the joint asymptotic distribution. To obtain these results, we do
not require that the number of changes is known or estimated correctly. Finally, we introduce
and analyse variance and long-run variance estimators which are especially suitable for the
multiple change-point problem.
The classical setup for change-point models assumes deterministic change points and a boun-
ded number of them. Another more recent approach to model structural breaks are regime-
switching models, which allow for random change points and a random, unbounded number
of them for a growing number of observations. Since data generated by one of the two models
looks the same, methods of classical change-point analysis will give reasonable results for data
generated by a regime-switching model as well. But as the modeling of the data is very differ-
ent, it is not at all obvious that the theoretical results will hold for regime-switching models.
We analyse this problem in detail and prove consistency results for the regime-switching model
as well. At the end we conduct a simulation study to analyse the small sample behaviour and
discuss some issues arising in applications.
The third part is the Appendix and includes an overview of the most important assumptions
in this work and some theorems from probability theory.
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Part I.
Detection of Structural Breaks in
Autoregressive Time Series

1. Motivation and Outline
We consider autoregressive change-point models with an AMOC or epidemic alternative and
analyse test and estimation methods based on partial sums of weighted residuals. To obtain
the residuals we approximate the observations by a linear autoregressive model of order p.
The case where the observations indeed follow a linear autoregressive model has already been
considered in the literature. In this context Davis et al. (1995) derived and analysed the pseudo
likelihood-ratio test statistic. Various versions of this statistic were introduced by Hušková
et al. (2007). Based on their ideas we discuss a more general statistic, which includes their
statistic as a special case. The advantage of our statistic is that we can take prior information
about the type of change into account.
The above references considered AR(p) models whereas we use the linear autoregressive model
to approximate general autoregressive processes. This has also been done in Davis et al. (2006)
in the context of model selection. Moreover, Kirch and Kamgaing (2012) considered nonlinear
time series as well, but they used neural networks for approximation. These methods are
designed for univariate models whereas we further generalise our univariate methods to the
multivariate situation.
Since we consider a very general method there is the natural question how to optimise it for our
data analysis. We already give some explanations to this end throughout the following sections
and hence introduce here the relevant information about the data set. A full description can
be found in Section 4.1. To obtain the EEG data twelve electrodes were applied at different
parts of the participants scalp. On a monitor, the participant was shown two types of stimuli:
one was an arrow pointing to the left and the other an arrow pointing to the right. When
a right (left) arrow was presented the participant was supposed to move the joystick to the
right (left). This procedure was repeated N = N1 + N2 times, where N1 = 118 corresponds
to seeing the left arrow and N2 = 134 corresponds to seeing the right arrow. Each movement
was done correctly. The data set is split into two parts, the data for movements to the left and
the data for movements to the right. Each trial took about 1 second, and the measurements
took place at T = 512 time points over the 1-second interval. The stimulus was presented
at t = 250 so that we do not expect a change before that. We use this fact in the following
analysis by choosing an appropriate weight function. Moreover, we know from experience
that a change is to be expected in the first two autocorrelations. This information is included
in the specification of the general test statistic.
The next chapter introduces the AMOC and the epidemic autoregressive model and presents
the test and estimation methods. We begin in Section 2.1 with the univariate models and
methods and generalise them in Section 2.2 to the multivariate case. Thereby, both sections
have the same structure. First, we explain the models. Subsequently we introduce the test
statistics, derive the asymptotic null distributions and further show the consistency of the
test under a large class of alternatives. That follows the introduction of the change-point
estimator(s) and the proof of their consistency. Then, we discuss specific test statistics and
estimators which are suitable for our data analysis.
In Chapter 3 we present the results of a simulation study to analyse the behaviour of the
test statistics for smaller sample sizes. We further introduce and investigate the performance
of a bootstrap procedure. Finally, Chapter 4 includes the data analysis. It begins with a
description of the data and discusses the order of the linear autoregressive model we use for
approximation. At the end it presents the results of the data analysis.
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2. Test and Estimation Procedure
This chapter presents the models and theoretical results. Section 2.1 starts with the univariate
case. We introduce the models and test statistics, derive the asymptotic null distributions
and further show the consistency of the test and the change-point estimator(s) under a large
class of alternatives. Moreover, we discuss specific test statistics and estimators which are
suitable for our data analysis. Section 2.2 explains the correspondent multivariate models and
presents the proofs for the multivariate situation.
2.1. Univariate Models and Methods
We consider univariate AMOC and epidemic autoregressive models. While under the alterna-
tive of the AMOC model only one change point is present, the epidemic alternative involves
a second change point, where the process changes back to the original regime. We discuss
these models in Section 2.1.1 in detail. Section 2.1.2 deals with the test statistics and their
asymptotic null distributions. Section 2.1.3 shows that the tests are consistent under a large
class of alternatives. Afterwards, in Section 2.1.4 we introduce the change-point estimator(s)
and prove their consistency. Section 2.2.5 concludes with a discussion of specific test statistics
suitable for our data analysis.
2.1.1. At-Most-One-Change and Epidemic Model
We consider a time-series model with observed time points i = 1, . . . , n, and a change after





i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃,
Y
(2)
i , k̃ < i ≤ n,
(2.1)
where 1 < k̃ ≤ n depends on the number of observations n, i.e. k̃ = bλnc with 0 < λ ≤ 1. We
assume that {Y (1)i } and {Y
(2)
i } are stationary processes and differ in distribution. Thereby
we have in mind that the observations Y1, . . . , Yn follow some autoregressive model
Yi =
{
g(Yi−1, . . .) + ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃,
h(Yi−1, . . .) + ξi, k̃ < i ≤ n,
(2.2)
with regression functions g and h, and i.i.d. errors ξ1, . . . , ξn. In this model the process after
the change is not stationary since it has starting values from the stationary distribution of
the time series before the change point. But stationarity in model (2.1) is assumed to avoid
further technical difficulties under the alternative, though the proofs also hold for models as
in (2.2) under certain conditions. Refer for more details to Remark 2.2.
The problem is to test the null hypothesis H0 of no change against the alternative H1 of one
structural break, i.e.
H0 : k̃ = n vs. H1 : k̃ < n.
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The test statistics will be based on estimated residuals. To obtain these, we use the fact that




Y(1)>i a1 + εi, 1 < i ≤ k̃,
Y(2)>i a2 + εi, k̃ < i ≤ n,
(2.3)
with i.i.d. errors ε1, . . . , εn,



















such that the roots of the characteristic polynomials 1 − a(1)1 t − . . . − a
(1)
p tp and 1 − a(2)1 t −
. . . − a(2)p tp are outside the unit circle. This ensures the causality of the two processes
{Y (1)i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and {Y
(2)
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
We approximate the observations in (2.1) by a linear autoregressive model such that
Yi =
{
Y(1)>i a1 + ε
(1)
i , 1 < i ≤ k̃,
Y(2)>i a2 + ε
(2)



















1 γ1 and a2 := C
−1
2 γ2 (2.5)
















which are assumed to be invertible. Moreover, γ1, γ2 are the vectors of the first p autoco-

















In the sequel we call time series correctly specified if they follow indeed a linear autoregressive
model of order p as in (2.3). Otherwise, we call them misspecified. In the latter case we have
dependent error sequences {ε(1)i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and {ε
(2)
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
The parameters a1 and a2 as in (2.5) are best approximating in the sense that







































































= −2 (γ2 −C2a) ,
equal to zero. Then, we obtain the Yule-Walker equations in (2.5).
Further, we define the parameter ã by
ã := Q−1γ (2.6)
with
Q = λC1 + (1− λ)C2 and γ = λγ1 + (1− λ)γ2
and Q is assumed to be invertible. We can show that





















The first derivative of Ea is
−2 (λ (γ1 −C1ã) + (1− λ) (γ2 −C2ã)) = −2 ((λγ1 + (1− λ)γ2)− (λC1 + (1− λ)C2) ã)
= −2 (γ −Qã)
and equals zero for ã as in (2.6). Under the null hypothesis it holds Q = C1, γ = γ1 and
ã = a1.
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Under the epidemic model we have a second change point at which the model changes back





i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃1,
Y
(2)
i , k̃1 < i ≤ k̃2,
Y
(1)
i , k̃2 < i ≤ n,
with 1 < k̃1 = bλ1nc ≤ k̃2 = bλ2nc ≤ n and 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ 1. We follow the same ideas as
under the AMOC model and obtain the same results, but here we define


















Q = (1− (λ2 − λ1)) C1 + (λ2 − λ1) C2 and γ = (1− (λ2 − λ1))λγ1 + (λ2 − λ1)γ2.
2.1.2. General Statistics and Null Asymptotics
We assume that {Y (1)i } and {Y
(2)
i } fulfill a strong mixing condition given in (Y). In this
section we consider the univariate case d = 1, but in view of the multivariate situation in
Section 2.2, we prefer the following multivariate formulation of the assumption:
(Y) Let {Yi} be a Rd-valued strictly stationary sequence of random vectors with
E[Y1] = 0, E‖Y1‖4+ν <∞ for some ν > 0,





for some β > max(3, (4 + ν)/ν).
Strong mixing is a classical assumption in time series analysis. Recently other concepts of
dependency, such as weak dependency (refer to Doukhan and Louhichi (1999)), have been
introduced to avoid some drawbacks of mixing.
However, for two reasons we assume a strong mixing condition. First, all results we need
are available in the literature. These results include among others a central limit theorem,
which can be obtained by an invariance principle of Kuelbs and Philipp (1980), or a Hájek-
Rényi-type inequality. Secondly, these results have to hold for certain functionals of {Y (1)i }
and {Y (2)i }. Under the mixing condition these are easily obtained, since the mixing condition
carries over to measurable functions of mixing processes. Our results remain true under
different dependency concepts if certain assumptions hold. We discuss this issue in more
detail in Remark 2.2.
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(Yi − Y>i a)2














The next theorem shows that ân is strongly consistent with respect to the parameter ã and






under H0 as well as under H1.
Theorem 2.1. Let {Y (1)i } and {Y
(2)
i } fulfill (Y). Then, under H0, and both alternatives, it
holds
(a) ân − ã = op(1),
(b)
√
n (ân − ã) = Op(1).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Under the null hypothesis part (a) follows directly from the strong
law of large numbers implied by the uniform strong law of large numbers in Theorem 6 in
Rao (1962) (refer to Theorem B.1 in the Appendix), since {Y 2i }, {YiYi−1}, . . . , {YiYi−p} are

























n− bλnc − p
n
1






= λγ1 + (1− λ)γ2 + op(1),
since the second sum is asymptotically neglible and Y (2)i is by assumption, as Y
(1)
i , a sta-






YiY>i = λC1 + (1− λ)C2 + op(1) = Q + op(1).
In case of the epidemic alternative we separate the sums at the time points bλ1nc, bλ1nc+ p,
bλ2nc and bλ2nc+ p and receive the assertion with the same arguments.
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Part (b) follows by the central limit theorem, which is induced by the invariance principle of













n (Cn −C1) = Op(1).
Under the alternatives we split the sums at the change points and apply the central limit






















































































This is the assertion.
The results of Theorem 2.1 were obtained under condition (Y) which assumes strict stationar-
ity and a mixing condition for {Y (1)i } and {Y
(2)
i }. We mentioned above that the assumption of
strict stationarity is a simplifying assumption, which does not hold under models as in (2.2),
since the process {Y (2)i } is started with values from {Y
(1)
i }. Remark 2.2 points out which
conditions have to be fulfilled to let the results under these models and other dependency
concepts than mixing hold.











i−p}, need to fulfill a strong law of large numbers and a
central limit theorem. If {Y (1)i } is mixing, these functionals are also mixing with the same
rate which implies both the law of large numbers as well as the central limit theorem. If other
dependency concepts are used, the validity of these laws need to be checked.
Under the alternative we have to verify the strong law of large numbers and the central










i−p} as well. We used here
the stationarity of the process, but the stationarity is not needed as long as the law of large
numbers and the central limit theorem hold. Concerning the validity of central limit theorems
and strong laws of large numbers for time series which do not have starting values obtained
from the stationary distribution can be found in Meyn et al. (2009), chapter 17, and Jensen
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and Rahbek (2007). In case the time series follows a linear autoregressive model, Hušková
et al. (2007) derive an explicit formula for the difference of a time series started with values
from the the stationary distribution and started with values from the process {Y (1)i }. This
formula shows that the starting values are irrelevant for the validity of the law of large numbers
and the central limit theorem. 
For the AMOC situation we consider the test statistics

















Yiε̂i, ε̂i = Yi − Y>i ân
and a suitable symmetric, positive semidefinite p × p matrix A, which can also be replaced
by a consistent estimator. These test statistics follow an idea of Hušková et al. (2007), who
considered T (1)n in case of a correctly specified model with A replaced by C−1n /σ̂2, which is a
suitable estimator for the inverse of the asymptotic variance under H0. Section 2.1.5 discusses
the matrix A and its estimation in more detail. Hušková et al. (2007) obtained the statistic
as a variation of the maximum likelihood statistic introduced by Davis et al. (1995).
For the weight function w(·) we assume:
(W) Let the weight function w : [0, 1]→ R be a left continuous function with existing right





(1− t)αw(t) <∞, for some 0 6 α < 1/2,
sup
η6t61−η
w(t) <∞, for all 0 < η 6 1
2
.
Remark 2.3. Assumption (W) does not include the continuity of the weight function w(·),
but assumes it is left continuous with existing right limits and a finite number of disconuities.
We can equivalently assume that w(·) is a right continuous function with existing left limits
and a finite number of disconuities or further that w(·) has a finite number of disconuities
a1, . . . , aK , existing left and right limits and w(aj) ≤ max(w(a−j ), w(a
+
j )), j = 1, . . . ,K.
These considerations are relevant in the proof of Theorem 2.6, which gives the asymptotic
distributions of the test statistics (refer to equation (2.12)). It is reasonable to use weight
functions with discontinuties in situations where the change point is to be expected in certain
regions. Regions of no interest are weighted with zero. 
Typical symmetric weight functions are given by
w1(t) = (t(1− t))−1/2Iε<t<(1−ε)(t) for some ε < 1/2,
w2(t) = (t(1− t))−γ for some 0 6 γ < 1/2.
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Figure 2.1.: Weight functions w(t) = (t(1− t))−γ and w(t) = (1− t)−γ
Both are closely related to the weight function w(t) = (t(1 − t))−1/2, which is obtained for
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) statistic. However, this weight function does not fulfill as-
sumption (W). Distributional convergence for the test statistics with the ML weight function
can be obtained by means of extreme-value behaviour but the convergence is usually rather
slow and hence making use of the above related weight functions is more attractive in many
practical situations.
The weight function essentially determines where we look closest for a change, e.g. a γ close
to 1/2 will find early or late changes more easily while a γ close to 0 prefers changes in the
middle of the time series. This is illustrated in the first diagram of Figure 2.1. In some
situations it can also make sense to use non-symmetric weight function, e.g. if one has priori
information about the location of the change. In our data example this will be the case as we
expect changes only to be in the second half of the data. An example for a non-symmetric
weight function is
w3(t) = (1− t)−γ for some 0 6 γ < 1/2, (2.7)
which is illustrated in the second diagram of Figure 2.1.
Before we derive the asymptotic distributions of the test statistics, the next lemma introduces
a functional central limit theorem, which is essential for the proofs of the asymptotic results
following in the sequel.








where {W(t) = (W1(t), . . . ,Wp(t))> : t ∈ [0, 1]} denotes a p-dimensional standard Wiener
process and Σ the long-run autocovariance matrix of {Yiεi}.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. By assumption {Yi} is strongly mixing and by definition of strong
mixing so is {Yiεi}, since {εi} is defined as a function of {Yi} (refer to (2.4)). Hence the
functional central limit theorem follows by the invariance principle of Kuelbs and Philipp
(1980).
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Remark 2.5. If the model is correctly specified, we observe a causal AR(p) process with i.i.d.




















































Theorem 2.6. Let the process {Yi} fulfill (Y) and {εi} is defined as in (2.4). Moreover let
for the weight function (W) hold. Then, under H0,































2 . Σ is the long-run autocovariance matrix of {Yiεi} and A is a
symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix which can be replaced by a consistent estimator.




















∥∥∥A 12 Sk∥∥∥2 .
With the definition of the residuals we receive
Yiε̂i = Yi (ε̂i − εi + εi) = Yiεi − Yi
(
Y>i ân − Y>i ã
)
= Yiεi − YiY>i (ân − ã) , (2.8)







Yi(Yi − Y>i ân) =
n∑
i=1









































YiY>i (ân − ã)− n−1
n∑
i=1





















































‖(ân − ã)‖2 = op(1).
By Theorem 2.1 part (b) we know































































since the supremum is bounded by assumption (W) and the maximum converges a.s. to zero
































































since we have by assumption (W) the rate O(1) for the supremum and for the maximum we




















































We define Zi = Yi−jYi−l−E[Yi−jYi−l] and deduce a Hájek-Rényi-type inequality by Markov’s
inequality and Theorem B.3 in Kirch (2006) (refer to Theorem B.3 in the Appendix) for
j = 1, . . . , p, l = 1, . . . , p. Since 4 + ν moments exist, the assumptions of Theorem B.3 are
fulfilled (refer to Example 6.22 with ∆ = 2 + ν − δ and δ small enough). With γ = 2 + ν and

























































We receive the analogous result for the maximum over the intervall ((1− ε)n, n]. These rates














































































































(Yiεi − E[Yiεi]) : t ∈ [0, 1]
 D[0,1]−→ {W(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} .























Zbtnc/n : t ∈ [0, 1]
}
D[0,1]−→ {B(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} ,






By assumption the weight function w(·) does not have to be continuous but is allowed to
have K points of discontinuity a1, . . . , aK . However, w(·) is continuous on each subinterval
with existing limits and hence sup
aj<t<aj+1
|w2(btnc/n)−w(t)| = op(1), j = 1, . . . ,K. Then, we














∥∥Zbtnc/n∥∥2 , w2(ba2nc/n)∥∥Zba2nc/n∥∥2 ,
























w2(t) ‖B(t)‖2 , sup
a1<t≤a2




























































































































































































We define Zi = Yi−jεi − E[Yi−jεi] and deduce a Hájek-Rényi-type inequality by Markov’s
inequality and Theorem B.3 in Kirch (2006) for j = 1, . . . , p. To confirm that the assumptions





















































































































w2(t) ‖B(t)‖2 = op(1), (2.15)
with a p-dimensional standard Brownian bridge {B(t)}. This clearly holds for {B(t)} as well.
We receive analogous results for the maximum over the intervall ((1− ε)n, n] and hence have
shown assertion (a). Part (b) follows analogously, where we make repeated use of the fact













Under the epidemic model we use the test statistics











w(k1/n, k2/n)(Sk2 − Sk1)>A(Sk2 − Sk1)
with
w(t1, t2) = Il16t1<t26l2(t1, t2) for (t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]2 and 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ 1. (2.16)
In contrast to the AMOC test statistics we use here a specific weight function to keep the proofs
more simple. More information about epidemic change-point tests can be found in Csörgő
and Horváth (1997), Chapter 2.8.4. Theorem 2.7 gives the asymptotic null distributions.
Theorem 2.7. Let the process {Yi} fulfill (Y) and {εi} is defined as in (2.4). Moreover, let





















2 , Σ is the long-run autocovariance matrix of {Yiεi} and A is a
symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix which can be replaced by a consistent estimator.




































































‖ân − ã‖2 = op(1), (2.17)
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by the strong law of large numbers. Since [t1, t2]2 can be separated into the two sets
A = {(t1, t2) : l1 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ l2} and Ac the assertion follows similar to (2.12) with Lemma
2.4, the continous mapping theorem and the almost sure continuity of the Brownian bridge.
Part (b) follows analogously.
2.1.3. Behaviour under Alternatives
Before we prove the consistency of the tests, the following lemmas are obtained.
Lemma 2.8. With ã defined as in (2.6) it holds
(a) under the AMOC alternative




(b) under the epidemic alternative
γ1 −C1ã = −
λ2 − λ1
1− (λ2 − λ1)
(γ2 −C2ã) .
Proof of Lemma 2.8. For part (a) we use ã = Q−1γ to obtain
γ1 −C1ã = γ1 −C1Q−1γ = γ1 −
1
λ






and further Q = λC1 + (1− λ)C2 and γ = λγ1 + (1− λ)γ2 to receive







−1γ = γ1 −
1
λ

















This is assertion (a). Part (b) follows analogously with Q = (1− (λ2 − λ1)) C1 +(λ2 − λ1) C2
and γ = (1− (λ2 − λ1))γ1 + (λ2 − λ1)γ2.
Lemma 2.9. Let the processes {Y (1)i }, {Y
(2)
i } fulfill (Y).
(a) Then, under the AMOC alternative,
sup
0≤t≤1





t (γ1 −C1ã) , t ≤ λ,
(t− 1) (γ2 −C2ã) , t > λ.
(2.18)
(b) Then, under the epidemic alternative,
sup
0≤t1<t2≤1
∥∥∥∥ 1n (Sbt2nc − Sbt1nc)− g(t1, t2)
∥∥∥∥2 = op(1)
with g(t1, t2) = ge(t2)− ge(t1) and
ge(t) =

t (γ1 −C1ã) , t ≤ λ1,(
t− λ11−(λ2−λ1)
)
(γ2 −C2ã) , λ1 < t ≤ λ2,
(t− 1) (γ1 −C1ã) , t > λ2.



































YiY>i (ân − ã) (2.19)
24
and receive under the AMOC alternative
sup
0≤t≤1















































‖ân − ã‖2 = op(1)






Yi − Y>i ã
)]
= γ1 −C1ã, for i ≤ bλnc,































With Lemma 2.8 part (a) we receive for t > λ
g(t) = (t− 1) (γ2 −C2ã) = (t− λ− (1− λ)) (γ2 −C2ã)
= (t− λ) (γ2 −C2ã)− (1− λ) (γ2 −C2ã)
= (t− λ) (γ2 −C2ã) + λ (γ1 −C1ã)





Yi − Y>i ã
)]
= γ2 −C2ã, for i > bλnc+ p.












































Yi − Y>i ã
)])∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ op(1) = op(1),
since the mixed terms are asymptotically neglible and the second process is assumed to be
stationary. For (b) we have the same decomposition as in (2.19) and receive
sup
0≤t1<t2≤1


































































t− λ1 (1− (λ2 − λ1) + (λ2 − λ1))






λ1 (λ2 − λ1)
1− (λ2 − λ1)
)
(γ2 −C2ã)
= λ1 (γ1 −C1ã) + (t− λ1) (γ2 −C2ã)
and for t > λ2
ge(t) = (t− 1) (γ1 −C1ã) = (t− (λ2 − λ1)− (1− (λ2 − λ1)) (γ1 −C1ã)
= (t− (λ2 − λ1)) (γ1 −C1ã)− (1− (λ2 − λ1)) (γ1 −C1ã)
= (t− (λ2 − λ1)) (γ1 −C1ã) + (λ2 − λ1) (γ2 −C2ã) .
Then, we obtain assertion (b) with the same arguments as above, but split the supremum
into three parts.
26
Theorem 2.10. Let {Y (1)i }, {Y
(2)
i } fulfill (Y). Further, we assume
A
1
2 (γ1 −C1ã) 6= 0, (2.20)




n (γ1 −C1ã)‖ ≥ ε > 0 and ‖Â
1
2
n‖ ≤ C <∞ for all n.
(a) Moreover, let the weight function w(·) fulfill (W) and w 6≡ 0. Then, under the AMOC
alternative,
T (1)n
P−→ ∞ and T (2)n
P−→∞.
(b) Let the weight function w(·, ·) be defined as in (2.16). Then, under the epidemic alter-
native,
T (3)n
P−→ ∞ and T (4)n
P−→∞.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. We begin to show part (a). It exists a continuity point t0 with
w(t0) > 0. Then, we obtain a lower bound for the test statistic by looking only at the time














∥∥∥∥2 = nw2(t0) ∥∥∥A 12 g(t0)∥∥∥2 + op(n)
= nw2(t0)g̃
2(t0)
∥∥∥A 12 (γ1 −C1ã)∥∥∥2 + op(n)
by Lemma 2.9 (a) and Lemma 2.8 (a), which implies with
g̃(t) =
{
t, t ≤ λ,
(1−t)λ
1−λ , t > λ,
that g(t) = g̃(t)(γ1 −C1ã). Since
∥∥∥A 12 (γ1 −C1ã)∥∥∥2 > 0 and w2(t0) > 0 by assumption the





















∥∥∥A 12 (γ1 −C1ã)∥∥∥2 dt > 0. We receive part (b) similar to
part (a): By Lemma 2.8 (b) it follows ge(t) = g̃e(t)(γ1 −C1ã) with
g̃e(t) =

t, t ≤ λ1,
λ1−t(1−(λ2−λ1))
λ2−λ1 , λ1 < t ≤ λ2
t− 1, t > λ2.
Hence, it exists k3 = bt1nc, k4 = bt2nc with l1 < t1 < t2 < l2 and g̃e(t2)− g̃e(t1) 6= 0. Then,










∥∥∥A 12 (Sk4 − Sk3)∥∥∥2
= n
∥∥∥A 12 g(t1, t2)∥∥∥2 + op(n)
= n (g̃e(t2)− g̃e(t1))2
∥∥∥A 12 (γ1 −C1ã)∥∥∥2 + op(n).
The result for T (4) follows as above. All considerations hold for Ân as well.
Remark 2.11. (a) By Lemma 2.8 the assumption A
1
2 (γ1 − C1ã) 6= 0 in (2.20) can be
replaced by the assumption A
1
2 (γ2 −C2ã) 6= 0.
(b) If A is positive definite, assumption (2.20) is fulfilled if
γ1 −C1ã 6= 0 or γ2 −C2ã 6= 0. (2.21)
This holds if
C−11 γ1 6= C
−1
2 γ2. (2.22)
We prove that (2.22) implies (2.21) by contradiction. To this end let γ1−C1ã = 0 and
γ2 −C2ã = 0 hold. This leads to ã = C−11 γ1 and ã = C
−1
2 γ2, which is a contradiction
to (2.22). We note that C−11 γ1 and C
−1
2 γ2 correspond to a1 and a2 as in (2.5).







A is positive semidefinite. Then, assumption (2.20) holds if ã does not fulfill all of the
first p′ Yule-Walker equations γ1 −C1a = 0 (refer to (2.21)). 
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2.1.4. Change-Point Estimators
Under the AMOC model we estimate the change point by
k̂n := arg max
1<k<n
w2(k/n)S>k ASk






w(k1/n, k2/n)(Sk2 − Sk1)>A(Sk2 − Sk1).
Theorem 2.12 shows that these estimators are consistent in all cases where the test has
asymptotic power one.
Theorem 2.12. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.10 be fulfilled.
(a) Moreover, let the weight function be of the form
w2(t) = ω2(t)Il1≤t≤l2(t) for t ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ 1
with ω(·) continuous and bounded on [l1, l2]. Further, let w(t) ‖g(t)‖ have a unique












P−→ (λ1, λ2) .




t, t ≤ λ,
(1−t)λ
1−λ , t > λ.
(2.23)
Hence ‖g(·)‖ is a continuous function with a unique maximum at λ. Thus, the assertion
“w(t) ‖g(t)‖ has a unique maximum in λ” in part (a) of Theorem 2.12 is not a strong assump-
tion. If the interval [l1, l2] includes the change point, this assertion is fulfilled for reasonable
weight functions, e.g. with ω(·) as in (2.7) (this can directly be seen by differentiation of
g̃(t)ω(t)).
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∥∥∥∥ 1nSbtnc − g(t)
∥∥∥∥2 + o(1)
= op(1),
Since ω(·) ‖g(·)‖ is continuous and has a unique maximum at λ, Theorem B.4 yields the
assertion.




∥∥∥∥w (bt1nc/n, bt2nc/n) A 12 1n (Sbt2nc − Sbt1nc)












∥∥∥∥ 1nSbtnc − ge(t)
∥∥∥∥2 + o(1) = op(1)
with g(t1, t2) = ge(t2)− ge(t1) and
ge(t) =

t (γ1 −C1ã) , t ≤ λ1,(
t− λ11−(λ2−λ1)
)
(γ2 −C2ã) , λ1 < t ≤ λ2,
(t− 1) (γ1 −C1ã) , t > λ2.
With Lemma 2.8 we obtain
ge(t) =







(γ1 −C1ã) , λ1 < t ≤ λ2,
(t− 1) (γ1 −C1ã) , t > λ2.
Since ge is strictly increasing on [0, λ1), strictly decreasing on (λ1, λ2] and again strictly
increasing on (λ2, 1], g has a unique maximum at (λ1, λ2). Then, Lemma B.4 yields asser-
tion (b).
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2.1.5. Specific Test Statistics and Estimators
The test statistics are based on partial sums Sk, which are weighted by the matrix A. In the
literature the common choice of A is A = Σ−1. In situations where changes in {Yi} are in
some components of Sk more visible than in others, a statistic with a matrix A giving larger
weight to components of Sk, which reflect these changes better, will detect these changes more
likely in small sample sizes. Hence, it will have a better power behaviour, but at the expensive
of detecting changes in {Yi}, which are visible in other components of Sk, less likely.
In our data example we expect changes to be in the first p′ = 2 autocorrelations and propose
for the p × p matrix A a matrix Ã(p′) which consists of the positive definite p′ × p′ block








 Σ11 . . . Σ1p′... ...
Σp′1 . . . Σp′p′
 (2.24)
and Σi,j , i, j = 1, . . . , p, are the entries of Σ. In the following M[s] is defined as the first






























where {Bj(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]}, j = 1, . . . , p′, are independent Brownian bridges. For information
of the power behaviour we refer to Remark 2.11 (c).
In applications Σ has to be estimated, since it is not known. We use two different ideas for
estimation. The first one is based on taking the alternative into account and the second one
uses information about the data set.
In the correctly specified model it holds Σ = C1σ2 (refer to Remark 2.5). The first idea is
explained for the AMOC model and takes its alternative into account by estimating a possible














where âk̂ and â
0
k̂
are the least squares estimators based on Y1, . . . , Yk̂ and Yk̂+1, . . . , Yn and k̂
is a preliminary estimator of the change point given by






























For the epidemic model it is possible to use a similar estimator, but in view of the data
analysis we propose another estimator, which yields better results if more change points are
present than the model assumes.
The data collection was designed in a way that no change is suspected before i = 250. We
exploit this information by using only the first 250 observations Y1, . . . , Y250 for estimation.






(Yi − Y>i â250)2,
where â250 is the least squares estimators based on Y1, . . . , Y250. Moreover, we estimate C1













In the misspecified AMOC model Σ can be estimated by










(x̃t − µn) (x̃t+h − µn)>
32
and
x̃i = (Yi−1ε̂i, . . . , Yi−pε̂i)
>, i = 1, . . . , n,
ε̂i =
{
Yi − Y>i âk̂, i ≤ k̂,





















1, |x| ≤ 1/2,
2(1− |x|), 1/2 < |x| < 1,
0, |x| > 1,
and bandwidth Λn = 2 max
l,k=1,2
bl,k, where bl,k is the smallest positive integer such that
∣∣∣∣Γ̂l,k(bl,k + j)/√Γ̂l,l(0)Γ̂k,k(0)∣∣∣∣ < 1.4√log10 n/n, for j = 1, . . . , 3.
This adaptive selection of the bandwidth is a variation of a procedure from Politis (2003).













The other possibility to estimate Σ is again to use only observations Y1, . . . , Y250. Then, we
receive the estimator










(x̃t − µ250) (x̃t − µ250)> ,
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where we now estimate the errors by














2.2. Multivariate Models and Methods
In the multivariate setting more than one time series is observed. If (almost) all of them
include a change at the (at least approximately) same time point, the information can be
pooled and the power of the test increased.
Section 2.2.1 introduces the multivariate models. Moreover, in Section 2.2.2 we define the
appended test statistics and derive their asymptotic null distributions. Section 2.2.3 proves
the consistency of the tests under a large class of alternatives. Afterwards, in Section 2.2.4,
we introduce the change-point estimator(s) and show their consistency. Section 2.2.5 includes
some discussion of specific test statistics.
2.2.1. At-Most-One-Change and Epidemic Model
We consider the following multivariate AMOC model, where i = −p+1, . . . , n are the observed





i (l), 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃,
Y
(2)
i (l), k̃ < i ≤ n,
and {Y (1)i (l)}, {Y
(2)
i (l)} are stationary processes and differ at least in one component in
distribution. As in the univariate case we approximate the observations {Yi(l)} by a linear
autoregressive model of order p:
Yi(l) =
{
Y(1)>i (l)a1(l) + ε
(1)
i (l), 1 < i ≤ k̃,
Y(2)>i (l)a2(l) + ε
(2)
i (l), k̃ < i ≤ n,
(2.27)
with








i (l)a1(l) for i = 1, . . . , k̃, (2.28)
ε
(2)







































The change point k̃ = bλnc with 0 < λ ≤ 1 is unknown and does not depend on the
component l = 1, . . . , d.
To facilitate the readability we define
Yi := (Yi(1), . . . , Yi(d))
>.





i (l), 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃1,
Y
(2)
i (l), k̃1 < i ≤ k̃2,
Y
(1)
i (l), k̃2 < i ≤ n,
for l = 1, . . . , d and change points k̃1 = bλ1nc, k̃2 = bλ2nc with 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ 1. The
processes {Y (1)i (l)} and {Y
(2)
i (l)} are stationary processes and differ at least in one component
in distribution. Then, we approximate {Yi(l)} by a linear autoregressive model
Yi(l) =

Y(1)>i (l)a1(l) + ε
(1)
i (l), 1 < i ≤ k̃1,
Y(2)>i (l)a2(l) + ε
(2)
i (l), k̃1 < i ≤ k̃2,
Y(1)>i (l)a1(l) + ε
(1)
i (l), k̃2 < i ≤ n,
using the same notation and interpretation as above.
2.2.2. General Statistics and Null Asymptotics
To test under the AMOC model the null hypothesis H0 of no change against the alternative
H1 of exactly one change we use the statistics

































and H is a symmetric, positive semidefinite pd × pd matrix. The next theorem gives the
asymptotic null distributions of the test statistics M (1)n and M
(2)
n .
Theorem 2.14. Let the process {Yi} fulfill (Y) and {εi(l)}, l = 1, . . . , d, be defined as
















where {B(t) = (B1(t), . . . , Bdp(t))> : t ∈ [0, 1]} denotes a pd-dimensional Brownian bridge




2 . Ω is the long-run autocovariance matrix of
{
(
Y>i (1)εi(1), . . . ,Y>i (d)εi(d)
)>} and H is a symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix, which
can be replaced by a consistent estimator.
Proof of Theorem 2.14. The proof is a component-by-component application of the proof
of Theorem 2.6, since Z>k =
(










and we receive for each Sk(j), j = 1, . . . , d, the same decomposition as in (2.9). Hence, we














∥∥∥∥H 12 (Z̃k − kn Z̃n
)∥∥∥∥2 + op(1),
since (2.11) holds for each component j = 1, . . . , d. Then, we can apply the invariance
principle of Kuelbs and Philipp (1980) and the continuous mapping theorem as in (2.12) and
conduct component-by-component the further calculations as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 to
receive the asymptotic distribution.
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For the epidemic model we define the test statistics












(Zk2 − Zk1)>H(Zk2 − Zk1)
with weight function w(·, ·) as in (2.16). In the next theorem we obtain the asympotic null
distributions.
Theorem 2.15. Let the process {Yi} fulfill (Y) and {εi(l)}, l = 1, . . . , d, be defined as in
















where {B(t) = (B1(t), . . . , Bdp(t))> : t ∈ [0, 1]} denotes a pd-dimensional Brownian bridge




2 . Ω is the long-run autocovariance matrix of
{
(
Y>i (1)εi(1), . . . ,Y>i (d)εi(d)
)>} and H is a symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix, which
can be replaced by a consistent estimator.
Proof of Theorem 2.15. The proof follows from the results in the proof of Theorem 2.7.



















since (2.17) holds for each component j = 1, . . . , d. To receive the asymptotic distribution
we use Lemma 2.4, the continous mapping theorem and the a.s. continuity of the Brownian
bridge. Part (b) follows analogously.
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2.2.3. Behaviour under Alternatives
As in the univariate case we show the consistency of the tests.
Theorem 2.16. Let {Y(1)i }, {Y
(2)











n (γ1 −C1ã)‖ ≥ ε > 0 and ‖Ĥ
1
2
n‖ ≤ C <∞ for all n.
(a) Moreover, let the weight function w(·) fulfill (W) and w 6≡ 0. Then, under the AMOC
alternative,
M (1)n
P−→ ∞ and M (2)n
P−→∞.
(b) Let the weight function w(·, ·) be defined as in (2.16). Then, under the epidemic change
alternative,
M (3)n
P−→ ∞ and M (4)n
P−→∞.
Proof of Theorem 2.16. The proofs follow as in Theorem 2.10. It exists a continuity point























with g̃2(t) defined as in (2.23). Then, the result for M (1)n follows. The other results are
obtained with the same arguments as in Theorem 2.10.
2.2.4. Change-Point Estimators
For the AMOC model we define the change-point estimator as
k̂n := arg max
1<k<n
w2(k/n)Z>k HZk (2.29)
and in the epidemic model we define
(k̂1,n, k̂2,n) := arg max
1≤k1<k2≤n
w(k1/n, k2/n)(Zk2 − Zk1)>H(Zk2 − Zk1).
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In the next theorem we obtain the consistency of these estimators.
Theorem 2.17. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.16 hold.
(a) Moreover, let the weight function be of the form
w2(t) = ω2(t)Il1≤t≤l2(t) for t ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ 1
with ω(·) continuous and bounded on [l1, l2]. Further, let w(t)g̃(t) have a unique maxi-












P−→ (λ1, λ2) .
Proof of Theorem 2.17. The proof follows from Lemma 2.9 as in the proof of Theorem 2.12.
2.2.5. Specific Test Statistics and Estimators
The matrix Ω is the long-run autocovariance matrix of {
(
Y>i (1)εi(1), . . . ,Y>i (d)εi(d)
)>} and
the choice Ω−1 for the matrix H leads to independent Brownian bridges in the asymptotic
distribution. If the components of the observations are independent, the matrix Ω reduces to
a block diagonal matrix with d blocks Σ(l), l = 1, . . . , d, which correspond to the long-run
autocovariance matrices of {Yi(l)εi(l)}, l = 1, . . . , d, respectively. Hence, if the channels are
independent the multivariate statistics add up the univariate ones.








 Σ11(l) . . . Σ1p′(l)... ...
Σp′1(l) . . . Σp′p′(l)

and Σi,j(l), i, j = 1, . . . , p, are the entries of Σ(l). Then, we use for H the matrix H̃(p
′) =
diag(Ã(p
′)(1), . . . , Ã(p
′)(d)), which leads to a sum of dp′ independent Brownian bridges in the










In the situation of dependent components, Ω is very difficult to estimate and the estimation
errors might be large, in particular considering that we then need the inverse. Hence, in our
data analysis we only use an approximation by the diagonal block matrix H̃. But then the
Brownian bridges in the limit are no longer independent but inherit the covariance struc-
ture between the components. Since we can not estimate this covariance structure very well
39
(otherwise we would have estimated it in the first place), we can no longer use the correct
asymptotic distribution to obtain critical values. Therefore we must use bootstrap methods
as described in Section 3.2.
Using the multivariate statistics with a diagonal block matrix H means essentially that we
do take into account the dependence between the d tests for one component, but decide that
in comparison the dependence between components is rather weak and can to some extend




The simulation study analyses the behaviour of the test statistics for smaller sample sizes.
In particular it considers the actual size and power of the tests. In view of the data analysis
we consider a similar setting and discuss the size and power behaviour of the test statistics
in context of the AMOC and epidemic model in the correctly and misspecified situation. We
compare the behaviour of the maximum- and sum-type statistics and analyse the influence of









To analyse the size and power behaviour we use Size Power Curves (SPCs) which are plots
showing the actual size and power on the y-axis and the nominal size on the x-axis. These
are created by simulating a certain number of time series under the null hypothesis or respec-
tively under the alternative, calculating the p-values regarding their asymptotic or bootstrap
distribution and then plotting the empirical distribution of the p-values. In situations where
the nominal and actual size differ a lot it is difficult to compare the power of the test statistics
in these plots. Hence, we further plot the actual power against the actual size.
Regarding the data set we have information of the type of change, i.e. the change is expected
to be in the first two autocorrelations. Hence, in Section 3.1 we discuss the specification of
the test statistic to receive a good power under this type of alternative. Sometimes bootstrap
procedures can improve the performance of the tests in the sense that the level is better hold
or the power is improved. Section 3.2 introduces a bootstrap and we discuss it further in
Section 3.3 together with the univariate asymptotic tests. Section 3.4 shortly discusses some
simulations in context of multivariate models.
3.1. Specification of the Test Statistics
We construct the simulation study similar to the general conditions of the data set and use
information about the data to optimise our methods. Since the data consists of time series
with n = 512 observations, we generate samples of size n = 512. By the information about
how the data set is obtained no change before observation 250 is suspected. Hence, we use
a non symmetrical weight function and reduce the interval where we look for a change to
[250, 490]. With γ = 0.25 and weight function
w(t) = I[ 250512 , 490512 ](t)(1− t)
−γ , t ∈ [0, 1].
we consider under the AMOC model the test statistics






















































T1 S250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=6, p'=6
T1 C250, p=6, p'=2
T2 S250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=6, p'=6
T2 C250, p=6, p'=2
seed 345
seed 875
Figure 3.1.: SPCs under the AR1 model.






















T1 S250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=6, p'=6
T1 C250, p=6, p'=2
T2 S250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=6, p'=6
T2 C250, p=6, p'=2
seed 345
seed 875
Figure 3.2.: SPCs under the AR2 model.






















T1 S250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=2, p'=2
T1 C250, p=6, p'=6
T1 C250, p=6, p'=2
T2 S250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=2, p'=2
T2 C250, p=6, p'=6
T2 C250, p=6, p'=2
seed 345
seed 875
Figure 3.3.: SPCs under the AR3 model.
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In the data set the changes are expected to be in the first two autocorrelations, and we want
to apply a test which has a high power under this kind of alternative. We consider three
options: first we fit an AR(2) model and test with the matrix Ã(2) (p = 2, p′ = 2), second
we fit an AR(6) model and test with a matrix Ã(6) (p = 6, p′ = 6) and third we fit an AR(6)
model and test with Ã(2) (p = 6, p′ = 2).
These tests are considered under different AR(6) models:
Yi =
{
Y>i ϕ1 + εi, i ≤ k̃,
Y>i ϕ2 + εi, i > k̃,
(3.1)
with a change at k̃ = 330, standard normal distributed errors ε1, . . . , εn and parameters
• AR1: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>, ϕ2 = (−0.4, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• AR2: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.2,−0.3,−0.2)>,ϕ2 = (−0.2, 0.3, 0, 0.2,−0.3,−0.2)>,
• AR3: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0.2,−0.3,−0.2)>, ϕ2 = (−0.1, 0.2, 0, 0.4,−0.1,−0.2)>.





250. If we fit an AR(2) model the time series is misspecified and we use estimator
Ŝ
(2)
250 but as well Ĉ
(2)
250, since the estimation error of Ŝ250 might be larger than the error we
make by approximating Ã(2) by Ĉ(2)250. Throughout the section the legends follow the notation:










Figures 3.1 to 3.3 include the SPCs under models AR1 to AR3. These are computed by N =
2000 repetions. We start to consider the size curves, which are in the first plot, respectively.
In all three situations the test with p = 6 and p′ = 2 held the level best. The test with p = 6
and p′ = 6 works not as well since we use the full estimated autocovariance matrix and hence
have more estimation errors included. The test statistic with p = 2 and p′ = 2 works fine if
the level of misspecification is low as in the AR1 model, but if the misspecification is high it
fails to hold the level. In theory it should work if estimator Ŝ(2)250 is used, but the long-run
autocovariance is in general hard to estimate and hence the estimation errors are large, which
leads to the poor performance of the test with p = 2 and p′ = 2.
The power behaviour of the tests is presented in plot two and three of Figures 3.1 to 3.3.
In the second plot the actual power against the nominal size is plotted and in the third plot
the actual power against the actual size. In the latter the power can better be compared if
the actual sizes differ a lot. In the first two models the change is present in the first two
coefficients and in the third the change mainly takes place in the higher coefficients. Whereas
in the first two situations the power is clearly higher for the test statistics with p′ = 2 the
opposite holds for the last situation. Hence, if we suspect a change in the first two coefficients
a test with p′ detects it more likely. But if we use such a test and the changes are somewhere
else we loose power. The tests with p′ have a similar power, but since the test with p = 2 is
rather unstable, we can see the test with p = 6 as a robustification of it and apply this one.
For the data set we have to figure out which order p for the linear autoregressive model to
take. But this example shows that the order should not be too small.
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In the sequel, we concentrate on test statistics with matrix Ã(2). For the univariate case we
consider T (1), T (2) under the AMOC model and T (3), T (4) under the epidemic model:



























































where {Bj(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]}, j = 1, 2, are independent Brownian bridges.
Further, we consider multivariate models with dimension d = 12 and use the test statistics
M (1), M (2) under the AMOC model and M (3), M (4) under the epidemic model:






























B2j (t) dt, (3.7)


























where {B(t) = (B1(t), . . . , B24(t))> : t ∈ [0, 1]} denotes a 24-dimensional Brownian bridge
and H̃(2) = diag
(
Ã(2)(1), . . . , Ã(2)(12)
)
is defined in Section (2.2.5). If the components are
independent, the Brownian bridges are independent.
Since the distributions of maximums and sums of Brownian bridges are not explicitly known,
we approximate them by 10000 simulated samples.
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3.2. Bootstrap
For smaller sample sizes the distribution of the test statistic is sometimes not well approx-
imated by the asymptotic distribution and the use of bootstrap procedures might lead to a
better result. We discuss a version of the pair bootstrap from Hušková et al. (2008). First,
we give the general algorithm :
Choose a block length K such that n = KL.
(1) Define Ỹi(j) =
(
Yi−1(j), . . . , Yi−p′(j)
)>, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , d, and calculate residu-
als ε̂1(j), . . . , ε̂ñ(j), i = 1, . . . , ñ, by one of the methods explained below and ñ depends
on the estimation method.
(2) Draw L i.i.d. random variables U1, . . . , UL such that P (U1 = i) = 1/ñ, i = 1, . . . , ñ− 1.
(3) Let for k = 1, . . . ,K, l = 1, . . . , L, j = 1, . . . , d
Y∗K(l−1)+k(j) := ỸU(l)+k(j), where Y
∗
i = Ỹi−ñ if i > ñ,
ε∗K(l−1)+k(j) := ε̂U(l)+k(j), where ε
∗
i = ε̂i−ñ if i > ñ,
and X∗i :=
(
Y∗>i (1)ε∗i (1), . . . ,Y∗>i (d)ε∗i (d)
)>, i = 1, . . . , ñ.
(4) Calculate the multivariate statistics in the same way as above, but with Zk replaced by
Z∗k and H̃











































(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) M times (e.g. M = 1000).
(6) The critical value c∗(α) is obtained as the upper α-quantile of the M statistics.
(7) Reject H0 if the statistic based on the original sample exceeds the critical value c∗(α).
We note that in step (2) we draw a random sample U1, . . . , UL independent of the component
j = 1, . . . , d or in other words we draw one sample for all components. Hence, this bootstrap
procedure captures the dependence of components. This has to be further analysed, but in
this work we concentrate on the bootstrap for the univariate situation.
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In step (1) we have to calculate the residuals. The method depends on the estimator we use
for Ã(2). If we use Ĉ(2)H1 or Ŝ
(2)
H1 we estimate a preliminary change point by k̂ given in (2.25),
respectively 2.26, and calculate for j = 1, . . . , d and i = 1, . . . , n
ε̂i(j) =
{
Yi(j)− x>i (j)âk̂(j), p < i ≤ k̂,




(j) are the least squares estimators based on Y1(j), . . . , Yk̂(j), respectively
Yk̂+1(j), . . . , Yn(j).
If we use Ĉ(2)250 or Ŝ
(2)
250 we calculate for j = 1, . . . , d and i = 1, . . . , 250
ε̂i(j) = Yi(j)− x>i (j)â250(j), p < i ≤ 250,
with â250(j) is the least squares estimator based on Y1(j), . . . , Y250(j).












The choice of the block length K influences the performance of the bootstrap. In the correctly
specified situation we set K = 1 and L = n. The more misspecifed the data is the larger
should be the block length K. We investigate this in the next section.
In case we use the bootstrap to approximate the distribution of the statistic, we conduct the
bootstrap with 1000 samples.
3.3. Univariate Models
We begin to consider three AR(6) models as in (3.1) with parameters
• AR4: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,ϕ2 = (−0.4, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• AR5: ϕ1 = (0.5,−0.2, 0.1)>, ϕ2 = (0.4,−0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0.6)>,
• AR6: ϕ1 = (0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0, 0,−0.2)>, ϕ2 = (0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0, 0,−0.2)>.
Figure 3.4 includes sample paths of time series under the alternative of model AR4 to AR6
and appended statistics. In the AR1 model we have a change in the first parameter, in the
AR2 model in four parameters and in the AR3 model the first two parameters change.
Figure 3.5 – 3.7 presents SPCs for the statistics T (1), T (2) under model AR4 to AR6, respec-
tively. The power and size is calculated for the asymptotic test by 1000 repetitions and the
same holds for the bootstrap test. In the first columns we plotted the actual size against
nominal size, in the second columns actual power against the nominal size and in the third
actual power against the actual size . In each Figure the first row inlcudes the results for the
tests using estimator ĈH1 and the second row includes the results for the tests using estimator
Ĉ250. Each plot presents the curves for the asymptotic test and the bootstrap test. Since we
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Figure 3.4.: Sample paths and CUSUM statistics under the alternative of models AR4, AR5 and
AR6.
consider only estimators Ĉ(2)250 and Ĉ
(2)
H1 we suppress the dependence on p
′ in the sequel to
ease the notation.
To begin with, we discuss the empirical size. In the plots the black dotted line gives the
nominal size. Thus, under the null hypothesis the curves should be close to this line. We
observe that this is more or less fulfilled under all three models. In general the bootstrap
reduces the empirical size – more for statistic T (1) than T (2). Further, a test with statistic
T (2) has a lower size than the appended statistic T (1) and a test using estimator ĈH1 has a
lower size than a test using estimator Ĉ250.
Under the AR4 model all tests perform well. Under the AR5 model the sizes are too small
for the test statistics using estimator ĈH1. Since the size of the asymptotic test is higher,
it leads here to better results. A better performance is obtained by the test statistics using
estimator Ĉ250. In case of T (2) the size is hold well and the difference between the bootstrap
and the asymptotic performance is small. For test statistic T (1) the asymptotic size is a little
too large and the bootstrap size is a little too low. Under the AR6 model the tests using
estimator ĈH1 hold the size better. As under model AR5 the asymptotic test is preferable.
The test statistics using estimator Ĉ250 yield under the AR6 model a size higher than the
nominal size. Since here, the bootstrap leads to a test with a lower level, it yields the better
results.
For the power analysis we mention that the steeper the power curves are the better is the
power behaviour. The difference between the power behaviour of T (1) and T (2) is very small
in the AR1 and AR3 model, but not in the AR2 model. Here, the power of T (1) is clearly
higher. Further, we do not find a significant difference between the power of the asymptotic
and bootstrap test.
We conclude that a test with estimator ĈH1 has rather the tendency to fall below the nominal
size and the bootstrap further amplifies this. Hence, here the asymptotic test yields the more
reliable results. In contrast, a test with estimator Ĉ250 has the tendency to exceed the nominal
level and the bootstrap procedure reduces the size and hence improves the performance.
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Figure 3.5.: SPCs under the AR4 model.




































































Figure 3.6.: SPCs under the AR5 model.




































































Figure 3.7.: SPCs under the AR6 model.
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Figure 3.8.: Sample paths and CUSUM statistics under the alternative of models ARMA1, ARMA2
and ARMA3.
In the misspecified situation we consider three ARMA(p, q) models and one TAR(1) model.
The ARMA(p, q) model with a change at k̃ = 330 is given by:
Yi =
{
Y>i ϕ1 + (εi−1, . . . , εi−q)ρ+ εi, i ≤ k̃,
Y>i ϕ2 + (εi−1, . . . , εi−q)ρ+ εi, i > k̃,
with standard normal distributed errors and parameters ϕ1, ϕ2, ρ. We consider the parameter
constellations
• ARMA1: ρ = (0.2, 0.1)>, ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (−0.4, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• ARMA2: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (0.5,−0.2, 0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (0.4,−0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0.6)>,
• ARMA3: ρ = (0.6, 0.3, 0.2,−0.5)>, ϕ1 = (0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0, 0,−0.2)>,
ϕ2 = (0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0, 0,−0.3)>.
From model one to model three we enlarged the moving average part, which determines the
level of misspecification. In this context we use estimators ĈH1 and Ĉ250 as well as ŜH1
and Ŝ250. A sample path and an appended CUSUM statistic for each model can be found in
Figure 3.8.
The bootstrap for test statistics with estimator Ŝ250 or ŜH1 depends on the block length K.
We investigate the influence of different block length K = 1, 2, 5, 8 on the power and size
behaviour. The results are presented in Figures 3.9–3.11. We directly note that the level is
not well hold. As above, a test with statistic T (2) has a lower size than a test with T (1) and
a test using estimator ŜH1 has a lower size than a test using estimator Ŝ250. Moreover, the
choice of the block length K has a higher influence on the test procedure using estimator
Ŝ250.
Under model ARMA1 the misspecification is low and a block length of K = 1 yields the best
results. However, under the ARMA2 model the tests using block length K = 5 hold the level
49






















































Figure 3.9.: SPCs under the ARMA1 model.






















































Figure 3.10.: SPCs under the ARMA2 model.






















































Figure 3.11.: SPCs under the ARMA3 model.
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Figure 3.12.: Sample paths and CUSUM statistic under the alternative of model TAR1.
best, but in case of T (1) with estimator ŜH1. Here, the best choice is K = 2. Under model
ARMA3 the statistic T (1) with estimator ŜH1 performs similar for all block length. For the
test statistic T (2) with estimator ŜH1 block length K = 1, 2, 8 yield a similar size behaviour.
For the test statistic T (1) with estimator Ŝ250 block length K = 8 holds the level best and
for the test statistic T (2) block length K = 1, 5, 8 yield a similar size behaviour. The power
behaviour is in all cases very similar.
We mentioned before that the long-run autocovariance is very difficult to estimate and the
poor performance of the tests using estimators ŜH1 and Ŝ250 is due to the large estimation
errors. Hence, we consider the estimators ĈH1, Ĉ250 in the misspecified situation as well.
To this end we refer to Figures 3.13–3.15. Comparing the performances of estimators ĈH1,
Ĉ250 and Σ̂H1, Σ̂250 the statistics with estimators ĈH1, Ĉ250 hold the size better while
their counter part with Σ̂H1, Σ̂250 exceed it considerably. There is one exception: under the
ARMA2 model T (2) with ŜH1 holds the level better than T (2) with ĈH1. Further, we observe
a slight power advantage for estimators ĈH1, Ĉ250.
Next, we consider a TAR(1) model with a change at k̃ = 330:
Yi =
{
x>i ϕu1I{Yi−1 ≤ λ}+ x>i ϕa1I{Yi−1 > λ}+ εi, i ≤ k̃,
x>i ϕu2I{Yi−1 ≤ λ}+ x>i ϕa2I{Yi−1 > λ}+ εi, i > k̃,
with standard normal distributed errors and parameters λ, ϕu1, ϕu2, ϕa1, ϕa2:
• TAR1: λ = 0, ϕu1 = (−0.1, 0)>, ϕa1 = (−0.2, 0.1)>, ϕu2 = (−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕa2 = (0.2, 0.3)
>.
Figure 3.12 inlcudes a sample path and the performance of an appendend CUSUM statistic
under the TAR 1 model. We concentrate on the estimators ĈH1, Ĉ250, since we do not expect
a better performance than before of tests with estimators ŜH1, Ŝ250.
Under the TAR1 model the performance of the various tests is very similar and the size is
held well. As before we observe that a test with estimator ĈH1 rather has a lower size and a
test with estimator Ĉ250 exceeds the nominal size. Further, we can not observe a significant
difference in the power behaviour.
We summarize the results. Comparing the use of estimators ĈH1, Ĉ250 to the use of Σ̂H1,
Σ̂250 the previous ones yield the better results. The problem with the latter ones is the
difficult estimation of the long-run autocovariance. The estimation error is larger than the
error we make if we use ĈH1, Ĉ250 as an approximation.
Usually the asymptotic statistic T (1) has a higher size than the asymptotic statistic T (2) and
as in the correctly specified case the bootstrap reduces the size, more for T (1) than for T (2).
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Figure 3.13.: SPCs under the ARMA1 model.
















































































Figure 3.14.: SPCs under the ARMA2 model.
















































































Figure 3.15.: SPCs under the ARMA3 model.
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Figure 3.16.: SPCs under the TAR1 model.
Hence, usually the asymptotic statistic T (1) has the highest size, followed by the asymptotic
statistic T (2) and the bootstrap statistic T (2), and the lowest size has the bootstrap statistic
T (1).
As in the correctly specified case the tests with estimator ĈH1 have a rather low size. Since
the bootstrap further amplifies this, an asymptotic test is in situations of less misspecification
preferable. Under a higher level of misspecification the sizes grow and hence, the bootstrap
tests work better.
In contrast, a test with estimator Ĉ250 has the tendency to exceed the nominal level and since
the bootstrap reduces the size it improves the performance.
For the univariate epidemic model we use the statistics T (3), T (4) and focus on the estimator
Ĉ250, since the performance of Σ̂250 does not change under the epidemic alternative. In the
following, we restrict our attention to asymptotic tests, due to time restrictions and the high
computational time of the bootstrap.
We consider an AR(6), an ARMA(6, 2) and a TAR(1) model with an epidemic change between
k̃1 = 330 and k̃2 = 380 and parameters
• AR7: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (−0.5, 0.2, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• ARMA4: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (−0.5, 0.2, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• TAR2: λ = 0, ϕu1 = (−0.1, 0)>, ϕa1 = (−0.2, 0.1)>, ϕu2 = (−0.4,−0.1)>,
ϕa2 = (−0.5, 0.3)>.
Compared to the parameters we used for the AMOC situation we increased the amount of
change, since the amount of observations with parameters differing from the original param-
eters is smaller and hence the change is more difficult to detect.
The SPCs for the epidemic models are plotted in Figure 3.17. To get an impression of the
stability of the SPCs we plotted two curves for each model. Further, we fixed the seed for
the random generator to compare the difference in size and power between the AR and the
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Figure 3.17.: SPCs under univariate epidemic models.
ARMA model. We observe that the size is a bit higher under the ARMA model but not much.
On the contrary the power is reduced a lot not only a bit. Further, we note that in contrast
to the AMOC statistics the sum-type statistic T (4) has the higher size and as well the higher
power.
3.4. Multivariate Models
We expect the behaviour of the multivariate statistics to be similar to the behaviour of the
univariate statistics, since the multivariate statistics add up the univariate ones. In the multi-
variate context it is of interest how the behaviour of the tests differ between independent and
dependent components. If the components are dependent the correct asymptotic distribution
is not known, since we do not know the covariance structure between the components and
can not estimate it correctly. Hence, if the dependence is weak the asymptotic distribution
with the independent Brownian bridges might still give reasonable approximations. In case
of strong dependencies a bootstrap might improve the performance. This has further to be
investigated and we begin here with the first step.
In the multivariate AMOC setting we consider time series with d = 12 components, where
each component follows an AR(6) model with parameters
• AR8: ϕ1 = (0.5,−0.2, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>, ϕ2 = (0.5,−0.3, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>
and further an ARMA(6, 2) model with parameters
• ARMA5: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (0.5,−0.2, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>,
ϕ2 = (0.5,−0.3, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>.
Moreover, we consider the situation of dependent components by adding an inference Zi to
each component with Zi ∼ N (0, 0.3), i.e.
Yi(j) = Zi +
{
Y>i (j)ϕ1 + (εi−1, . . . , εi−q(j))ρ+ εi(j), i ≤ k̃,
Y>i (j)ϕ2 + (εi−1(j), . . . , εi−q(j))ρ+ εi(j), i > k̃,
with parameters
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Figure 3.18.: SPCs under multivariate AMOC models.
• ARMAZ5: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (0.5,−0.2, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>,
ϕ2 = (0.5,−0.3, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2)>.
The change is as before at k̃ = 330.
As in the univariate case the statistic with estimator Ĉ250 tends to exceed the nominal size and
the maximum-type statistic has again a higher size than the sum-type statistic. Comparing
the size of the correctly specified situation with the misspecified situation, we observe the
actual size growing. These are the things we would have expected. We now compare the
situation of independent and dependent components. Since we only consider one situation of
dependence this is rather preliminary. In case of M (1) the size does not really change, but
the size with statistic M (2) drops down. This is somehow strange and we have to investigate
this in detail. Further, we observe that the power is lowered a lot.
In the multivariate epidemic case we consider a similar setting with time series of the dimension
d = 12 in context of an AR(6) model, an ARMA(6, 2) model and in the situation of dependent
components as above, but with parameters
• AR9: ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>, ϕ2 = (−0.3, 0.2, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
• ARMA6: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (−0.3, 0.2, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,






























Figure 3.19.: SPCs under multivariate epidemic models.
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• ARMA6Z: ρ = (0.4,−0.3)>, ϕ1 = (−0.1, 0.1, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>,
ϕ2 = (−0.3, 0.2, 0, 0,−0.1,−0.1)>
and the change takes place between (k̃1, k̃2) = (330, 380).
In the univariate epidemic case the sum-type statistic has the higher size and this holds here
as well. We further observe that in the misspecified situation the level is higher. For statistic
T (1) the size is further increased in the situation of dependent components and for statistic
T (2) the size is in one case (seed 875) increased and in the other case (seed 345) decreased.
The power results seem to be rather stable and we observe a strong decrease in power from the
correctly to the misspecified situation and again from independent to dependent components.
In the first two situations the difference between the power of T (1) and T (2) are large. This is
reduced under dependent components.
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4. Data Analysis
We analyse a twelve-channel EEG data set which was recorded in a visual-motor experiment,
where a participant is visually instructed to move a joystick either to the right or to the left.
The data is splitted into two parts, the data including the movement to the left side and the
data including the movement to the right side. Since the instruction to move is given at a
known fixed time point, the first goal is to identify the delay between stimulus shown and
hand reaction. To this end we assume a multivariate AMOC model and use the multivariate
test and estimation methods. In a second step we analyse the data per channel to identify
those channels with a significant behaviour. If later on the test procedure includes only the
relevant channels, the power of the test can be increased and the functionality of a device to
move an artifical limp be improved.
The data for the left and right side is analysed separately, because we do not only want to
detect the intention to move, but further decide in which direction the arm should be moved.
In this context the univariate analysis of each channel is important too, since probably some
parts of the brain are more involved with right, respectively left, movements. In view of the
twelve univariate tests we apply the false discovery rate (FDR) of Benjamini and Hochberg
(1995) to correct for the multiple testing.
The results for the AMOC model, more specifically the form of the density estimates of the
change point, indicate a second change point which is probably connected to the end of hand
movement. Hence, we consider further an epidemic change-point model to divide the time
series into a relaxed state and a state containing the signal to move.
Section 4.1 gives detailed information about the data set. In Section 4.2 we discuss the order
of the linear model we use for approximation of the data. Finally, Section 4.3 includes the
data evaluation.
4.1. Data Description
On a monitor, a right-handed participant was shown two types of stimuli: an arrow pointing
to the left side or an arrow pointing to the right side. When a right (left) arrow was presented
the participant was supposed to move the joystick to the right (left) side. This procedure
was repeated N = N1 + N2 times, where N1 = 118 corresponds to seeing the left arrow and
N2 = 134 corresponds to seeing the right arrow. Each movement was done correctly. The
EEGs were recorded across these N trials at P = 12 electrodes placed on the scalp. Each
trial took about one second, and the recordings were taken at T = 512 time points over the
one-second interval.
The data is taken from a representative participant of a group of 11 healthy, young adults
between 20-35 years. In this experiment 64 electrodes were placed on the scalp. From these a
subset of 12 electrodes presumed to have involvement in neural processes engaged in visual-
motor actions (refer to Marconi et al. (2001)) were selected. The selected channels were
FC3, FC5, C3, P3, and O1 over the left hemisphere; FC4, FC6, C4, P4 and O2 over the
right hemisphere; and Cz and Oz over the midline (refer to Figure 4.1). The frontal (FC)
electrodes were placed over the prefrontal cortex, regions previously shown to have involvement
in premotor processing. The central (C) electrodes were placed over structures involved in
motor performance, while the parietal (P) and occipital (O) electrodes were placed over
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Figure 4.1.: Position of the 64 EEG channels.
structures involved in visual sensation and visual-motor transformations (refer to Marconi
et al. (2001)).
This data was already discussed in a number of papers to demonstrate the applicability of
novel statistical methods. In Fiecas and Ombao (2011) it was utilised to demonstrate a
method for estimating partial coherence between the channels. Böhm et al. (2010) illustrated
a method for classification and discrimination of multivariate time series on this data.
Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
FC5 FC3 FC4 FC6 C3 CZ C4 P3 P4 O1 OZ O2
Table 4.1.: Channels considered in the data analysis.
4.2. Order of the Linear Autoregressive Model
We have to decide about the order of the autoregressive model, which we use to approximate
the data. To this end, we do not use the whole data set but constrain us to the data obtained
up to time point 250, since until here we consider it stationary. We fit models with order 1
to 17. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) as well as the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) recommend orders between 9 and 17 without any pattern within all channels and trials.
Since orders higher than 9 seem to be unreasonably complicated, we fit linear autoregressive
models of order 9 for each trial (even if a model with order higher than 9 was suggested).
In Figure 4.2 we present two plots of autocorrelation functions (ACF) of residuals in trials
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Figure 4.2.: ACF of residuals obtained by fitting an AR(9) model to trials where the AIC recommends
order 9.
for which the AIC suggested a model of order 9. We see that the residuals appear to be
independent. In Figure 4.3 we present plots of autocorrelation functions of trials for which
the AIC a model of higher order than 9 suggested. In the first six plots models of order 10 to
15 and in the last four plots models of order 16 and 17 were suggested. We can see that even
here the residuals appear to be white noise or close to white noise.


































































































































At the beginning, a multivariate AMOC model is considered. We use the statistics M (1) and
M (2), defined in (3.6) and (3.7), with estimator Ĉ(2)250. We conduct the tests at a 5% level and
compute critical values by the asymptotic distribution and the bootstrap procedure, where
we use 500 bootstrap samples. First simulation results on the multivariate bootstrap showed
that these are not enough samples to receive a stable approximation. Hence, the bootstrap
results here should be viewed as a first impression.
Table 4.2 gives the relative number of estimated change points for the data including move-
ments to the left side and the data including movements to the right side. The results between
the asymptotic and the bootstrap test differ a lot. The asymptotic tests detect in almost all,
respectively in three quarters, of the channels a change, while the bootstrap tests detect in
about half of the channels a change. Based on the respectively identified change points we
obtain kernel density estimates presented in Figure 4.4. Though the number of changes in-
cluded in the estimation is rather different, the shape of the densities look rather similar. The
mode of the densities is around 330 for the data set including movements to the left side and
around 345 for the data set including movements to the right side. This makes sense, since
the participant is right-handed and can give pressure to the left side more easily.
In a next step we want to find out if all channels are equally involved in hand movements or
if differences exist, especially between left and right side movements. Hence, we test in each
channel separately for a change. To this end we use the univariate test statistics T (1) and
T (2), defined in (3.2) and (3.3), with estimator Ĉ(2)250. In Table 4.3 and 4.4 the relative number
of estimated change points are given. In the first column the relative number of estimated
change points is given without correcting for the multiple tests and in the second column we
applied the FDR of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).
For both sides exist strong differences between the channels with respect to the relative number
of estimated change points. The results indicate that channel 1, 4, 10 and probably 8 should
not be included in a further detection method. Strongly significant is channel 9 followed
by 5 and 12. These observations hold for both sides. For further discussion we consider
Figure 4.5 which includes density estimates and information on how many estimated change
points the estimation is based. On the left (right) the absolute number of significant changes
for movements to the left (right) are given. Directly notable is the fact that for channels 8
to 12, which are involved with visual sensation, the density looks similar for left and right,
but not for channels 1 to 7, which are involved with premotor and motor performances. The
more changes are detected the clearer is the mode of the density. If less changes are detected


















Figure 4.4.: Estimated densities of the change point under the multivariate AMOC model.
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it seems that there might be a second mode around 400. Probably there is a strong change
connected to the beginning of hand movement and a second change connected to the end of
hand movement. The first one might be stronger due to the signal to move immediately and
the second is weaker or more spread since you can move faster or slower.
Hence, we further consider the multivariate and univariate epidemic model and test statistics
M (3), M (4), T (3), T (4) defined in (3.8), (3.9), (3.4), (3.5) with estimator Ĉ(2)250. Compared to
the AMOC tests, the multivariate epidemic tests lead to a higher relative number of estimated
change points. Concerning the significance of the channels we obtain in one way the same
result as in the AMOC case: the channels 1, 4, 8 and 10 are the less significant ones and
probably 8 and 10 should be removed, but not channels 1 and 4. They could be used to
identify the direction of the movement, since for movements to the left channel 4 is more
involved and for movements to the right channel 1.
In Figure 4.6 we plotted the estimated joint density of the first change point and the duration
of change. The density has a clear mode at (328, 60) for the left, and for the right at (333, 42).
As in the univariate model the reaction time for the movement to the left is in general faster
but not so clear as before. Interesting is the longer duration of change for movements to
the left. An explanation might be that turning the wrist to the right is more uncomfortable
than turning it to the left. Figure 4.7 shows contour plots of the joint densities. Notable
is the more compact form of the plot for the right hand (which might be explained by the
reason mentioned directly above) and that a late first change point is accompenied by shorter
duration times. Probably the participant is more in a hurry if he starts late.
























































































































Figure 4.5.: Number of estimated change points and density estimates of the change point under the
univariate AMOC model.
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M (1)asymp. M (2)asymp. M (1)boot. M (2)boot.
Left 0.92 0.75 0.56 0.49
Right 0.90 0.77 0.57 0.50
Table 4.2.: Relative number of estimated change points under the multivariate AMOC model.
T (1) asymp. T (2)asymp. T (1) boot. T (2) boot.
channel uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR
1 0.25 0.24 0.15 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.09
2 0.55 0.52 0.41 0.36 0.37 0.32 0.29 0.24
3 0.56 0.47 0.36 0.28 0.40 0.33 0.25 0.21
4 0.26 0.23 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.06
5 0.67 0.58 0.48 0.40 0.40 0.32 0.36 0.29
6 0.67 0.57 0.42 0.35 0.45 0.36 0.31 0.24
7 0.57 0.51 0.38 0.31 0.32 0.26 0.25 0.23
8 0.55 0.50 0.35 0.26 0.30 0.24 0.21 0.14
9 0.75 0.71 0.51 0.46 0.53 0.47 0.40 0.38
10 0.36 0.35 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.15 0.11 0.09
11 0.58 0.53 0.45 0.36 0.38 0.35 0.28 0.25
12 0.64 0.56 0.43 0.36 0.42 0.35 0.31 0.27
Table 4.3.: Relative number of estimated change points for the data including movements to left side
under the univariate AMOC model.
T (1) asymp. T (2)asymp. T (1) boot. T (2) boot.
channel uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR
1 0.40 0.36 0.16 0.12 0.26 0.24 0.10 0.07
2 0.68 0.57 0.46 0.37 0.52 0.45 0.35 0.27
3 0.34 0.31 0.21 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.12
4 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07
5 0.69 0.65 0.51 0.42 0.51 0.43 0.41 0.34
6 0.63 0.57 0.39 0.25 0.39 0.32 0.22 0.12
7 0.35 0.32 0.22 0.15 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.10
8 0.51 0.45 0.34 0.23 0.28 0.21 0.19 0.16
9 0.66 0.63 0.53 0.49 0.48 0.42 0.42 0.37
10 0.36 0.34 0.24 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.09
11 0.53 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.40 0.35 0.29 0.22
12 0.64 0.60 0.50 0.42 0.45 0.39 0.35 0.31
Table 4.4.: Relative number of estimated change points for the data including movements to the right
side under the univariate AMOC model.
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M (3)asymp. M (4)asymp. M (3)boot. M (4)boot.
Left 0.98 0.96 0.63 0.72
Right 0.97 0.92 0.68 0.79
Table 4.5.: Relative number of estimated change points under the multivariate epidemic model.
T (3) asymp. T (4) asymp. T (3) boot. T (4) boot.
channel uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR
1 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.28 0.19 0.18 0.22 0.19
2 0.74 0.66 0.75 0.71 0.53 0.43 0.66 0.55
3 0.72 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.55 0.50 0.66 0.63
4 0.48 0.46 0.54 0.54 0.32 0.27 0.46 0.41
5 0.74 0.72 0.77 0.76 0.58 0.54 0.73 0.62
6 0.80 0.74 0.83 0.80 0.64 0.53 0.81 0.72
7 0.72 0.67 0.75 0.74 0.55 0.48 0.68 0.61
8 0.71 0.66 0.73 0.69 0.45 0.42 0.64 0.54
9 0.86 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.69 0.64 0.78 0.75
10 0.45 0.43 0.58 0.56 0.25 0.22 0.41 0.34
11 0.77 0.72 0.81 0.75 0.52 0.45 0.66 0.58
12 0.77 0.73 0.85 0.84 0.64 0.54 0.75 0.69
Table 4.6.: Relative number of estimated change points for the data including movements to the left
side under the univariate epidemic model.
T (3) asymp. T (4) asymp. T (3) boot. T (4) boot.
channel uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR uncor. FDR
1 0.55 0.53 0.56 0.53 0.46 0.40 0.50 0.46
2 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.75 0.63 0.57 0.72 0.68
3 0.48 0.44 0.52 0.47 0.27 0.21 0.41 0.37
4 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.11
5 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.64 0.58 0.73 0.69
6 0.81 0.74 0.77 0.72 0.61 0.54 0.72 0.63
7 0.57 0.54 0.63 0.57 0.37 0.31 0.56 0.49
8 0.68 0.63 0.68 0.63 0.51 0.38 0.59 0.51
9 0.78 0.73 0.79 0.78 0.63 0.60 0.77 0.71
10 0.52 0.49 0.53 0.51 0.32 0.25 0.42 0.37
11 0.74 0.67 0.75 0.72 0.53 0.48 0.65 0.60
12 0.74 0.69 0.79 0.72 0.61 0.58 0.69 0.62
Table 4.7.: Relative number of estimated change points for the data including movements to the right
















Figure 4.6.: Contour plot of the joint density of 1.CP and 2.CP-1.CP





















































































































































































































































Figure 4.7.: Estimated joint density of 1.CP and 2.CP-1.CP
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Part II.





This part considers multiple change-point location models which allow for several changes
in the expectation of an otherwise stationary random sequence. Thereby, we do not restrict
our attention to the classical change-point situation with deterministic change points and
a bounded number of them, but further consider regime-switching models which allow for
random change points and a random as well as unbounded number of structural breaks as the
number of observations grows.
This chapter includes the basic informations. Section 5.1 discusses the relevant literature
concerning multiple change-point analysis and gives a brief general introduction to regime-
switching models. Section 5.2 introduces the classical as well as the regime-switching model for
changes in location and highlights the differences between these models. Section 5.3 discusses
the on moving sums based test statistic, which was considered by Hušková and Slabỳ (2001)
in case of mean changes in an otherwise independent and identically distributed random
sequence. They derived the asymptotic null distribution of the test statistic. We generalise
their result to the case of dependent observations. Further, we explain the estimation method
for the number and locations of change points proposed, but not mathematically analysed,
by Antoch et al. (2000). In the test and estimation procedure the long-run variance of the
observations is involved. Since it is unknown in most applications it has to be estimated.
The common long-run variance estimators as well as the modified estimators in context of
AMOC models are not appropriate for the multiple change-point problem. Hence, we propose
long-run variance estimators which are especially suitable in this context.
In Chapter 6 we present and explain our theoretical results. Section 6.1 discusses the con-
sistency results of the change-point estimators with a particular focus on the comparison of
the classical and the regime-switching model. We always begin with the result for the clas-
sical model and continue with the result for the regime-switching model. To begin with, we
show the consistency of the estimator for the number of change points. Whereas this result
holds for both models, the uniform rates of consistency for the change-point estimators dif-
fer. Under the regime-switching model the rate of convergence depends on the growth rate
of the number of change points. The same rate as in the classical model can be obtained if
the number of change points is stochastically bounded. Finally, we derive the joint distribu-
tion of the change-point estimators under the classical model in case of mean changes in an
otherwise independent and identically distributed random sequence. The results concerning
the uniform consistency and the joint asymptotic distribution of the change point estimators
do not require that the number of change points is known or has been estimated correctly
beforehand.
We prove the consistency results above for general long-run variance estimators fulfilling cer-
tain assumptions. These assumptions include convergence with a certain rate under the null
hypothesis and stochastic boundedness under the alternative. Section 6.2 shows the consis-
tency of the proposed variance and long-run variance estimators under the null hypothesis.
The stochastic boundedness under the alternative holds for the variance estimators but not for
the long-run variance estimators. However, we can show that the consistency results concern-
ing the change points for the long-run variance estimators still hold with certain modifications
on the assumptions.
Since the asymptotic results are obtained under certain assumptions on the model, we demon-
strate in Section 6.3 that these assumptions are not too restrictive by presenting several models
fulfilling these assumptions.
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In Chapter 7 we discuss the results of a simulation study to analyse the performance of the
test and estimation procedure for smaller sample sizes and to call the attention to practical
issues as bandwidth selection or variance estimation.
5.1. Literature
This section gives an overview of the literature concerned with multiple change-point methods
and regime-switching models. Since we are interested in the multiple change-point setting we
do not discuss the vast amount of literature for AMOC models. For an introduction to
the literature for AMOC models we recommend Csörgő and Horváth (1997). The literature
mentioned for regime-switching models are introductory books, since we need essentially a
general understanding of regime-switching models, but no extensive knowledge about specific
computational aspects.
5.1.1. Multiple Change-Point Analysis
There are basically two different kind of approaches for multiple change-point problems: model
selection and hypothesis testing. The first approach is based on information criteria, which
measure how well a statistical model fits a given data set. Thereby, a penalty term includes
the complexity of the model, i.e. the number of parameters, otherwise the model with most
parameters will always fit best.
Yao (1988) was the first who used information criteria in the field of change point analysis.
He related the number of change points to the complexity of the model and applied Schwarz’s
criterion (Schwarz (1978)) for estimating the number of changes in the mean in an otherwise
independent and normally distributed sequence of random variables. The general approach
is to fix an upper bound R for the number of change points r and to estimate the change
points k1(r), . . . , kr(r) as the minimisers of a target function. Then, an information criterion
is applied to select one of the R models or rather to estimate the number of change points.
The target function can for example be based on the method of least squares (refer to Yao
and Au (1989) in context of mean changes in an otherwise i.i.d. sequence of random variables
or Liu et al. (1997) in context of multivariate regression models) or on the method of least
absolute deviations (see i.g. Braun et al. (2000) for mean and simultaneous variance changes
in an otherwise i.i.d. sequence of random variables or Bai (1997) in context of linear regression
models). Another possibility is to base the target function on the minimum description length
(refer to Rissanen (1989)), which has recently been proposed by Davis et al. (2006) in context
of linear autoregressive models.
Chen et al. (2006) refined existing information criteria as the Schwarz criterion by making the
model complexity not only a function of the number of change points, but also a function of
the location of the change points. This was motivated by the un-necessary complexity of the
model, when structural breaks appear close to each other, at the beginning or at the end of the
data set. While this work was designed for a single change in a parameter of an i.i.d. sequence
(i.e. the number of change points can be 0 or 1), Pan and Chen (2006) generalised this idea
for multiple structural breaks. Moreover, they proposed a test based on their information
criterion to test the null hypothesis of no change against the alternative of a fixed number of
changes in a sequence of independent random variables.
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In fact, the literature concerened with hypothesis testing in context of multiple change-point
models is very sparse. Some examples are Lombard (1987), Meelis et al. (1991) and Gombay
(1994) in situations with at most three change points.
Moreover, there exists some literature concerning hypothesis testing in context of multiple
change-point problems which show some resemblence to the method of model selection re-
garding the construction of the test statistics and the computational effort. Bai and Perron
(1998) introduce F-type tests for the null hypothesis of no change against the alternative of
a fixed, or unknown but bounded, number of changes in context of linear regression models.
Further, they introduced a test for the null hypothesis of a fixed number of changes against the
alternative of an additional change, which can be used to sequentially determine the number of
changes. These F-type statistics were generalized to M-type statistics by Marušiaková (2009)
and also discussed in context of autoregressive models. She also derived the null asympotics
of F-type statistics in context of location models with dependent errors fulfilling an α-mixing
condition. More tests concerning multiple structural breaks in context of linear regression can
be found in Andrews et al. (1996) where a class of finite-sample optimal tests is proposed,
and Bai (1999) where a likelihood-ratio-type test is introduced.
Venter and Steel (1996) introduce a computationally intensive nonparametric test based on
p-values for the case of a multiple location model, where an upper bound for the number of
change points has to be fixed beforehand.
A way to consider multiple change-point problems with no restrictions on the number of
change points, is an iterative method, which estimates one structural break after another
and was introduced by Vostrikova (1981). She used it to detect changes in a linear trend
function. As a start she proposed to test for one structural break in the whole sample. If
a change point is identified, the sample is divided at the estimated change point into two
subsamples. Now the same hypothesis test is applied on the first subsample and separately
on the second sample. The procedure is repeated if more change points are detected and
stoped otherwise. Venkatraman (1993) studied it in the context of location models, and
Al Ibrahim et al. (2003) derived a test statistic from Schwarz’s criterion and combined it with
binary segmentation procedure in context of autoregressive models. A drawback of the binary
segmentation procedure is the inability to control the overall significance level.
The method of Antoch et al. (2000), we will discuss in the following, does not require to fix
an upper bound for the number of changes beforehand, is not computationally intensive and
further the overall significance level can be controlled.
5.1.2. Regime-Switching Models
Regime-switching models are a very flexible method to describe non-stationary time series.
These models consist of two processes: one observable process {Xi : i ∈ N} and a non-
observable process {Qi : i ∈ N}, which are linked in a way that Qi governs the distribution




I{Qi = k}µk + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,
with µ1, . . . , µK ∈ R, a process {Qi} with values in {1, . . . ,K} and an error sequence {εi} of
independent standard normally distributed random variables. This model illustrates that Xi
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is conditionally normal distributed and the so-called regime or state Qi determines the mean
of Xi. The above model can further be written as
Xi = µQi + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,
where the dependence of the mean of Xi of the regime Qi becomes directly obvious. We note
that the obervations X1, . . . , Xn are independent when we choose {Qi} as an independent
sequence of random variables, but dropping the assumption of independence and assuming
instead {Qi} being a Markov chain yields correlated observationsX1, . . . , Xn. The assumption
of a Markov chain as a non-observable process in a regime-switching model is most common
and known under Markov-switching models or hidden-Markov models. An applied book in
this context is the one from MacDonald and Zucchini (1997), which deals with discrete-valued
observations, whereas Cappé et al. (2005) have a more general look at hidden-Markov models.
The concept of regime-switching models can be broadened by allowing Xi not only to depend
on Qi but also on past observations. An example for such a model is taken from the book of
Hamilton (1994) and is given by a first-order autoregression in which both the constant term
and the autoregressive coefficient are allowed to change:
Xi = µQi + ϕQiXi−1 + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,
with a {1, . . . ,K}-valued non-observable process {Qi}, errors {εi} and coefficients µ1, . . . , µK ,
ϕ1, . . . , ϕK . Compared to the previous example the distribution of Xi in this model does not
only depend on the Markov chain but also on the last observation Xi−1. Markov-switching
models, which also depend on past observations, are sometimes called Markov-jump systems.
Rather complex systems can be defined by letting Xi also depend on past regimes and the
regimes again on past observations. Some considerations can be found in Frühwirth-Schnatter
(2006), who also gives a broad introduction into regime-switching models and a lot of refer-
ences to much more detailed literature.
The last example we want to mention is the CHARME (Conditional Heteroscedastic Autore-
gressive Mixture-of-Experts) model introduced by Stockis et al. (2010). They use a Markov








1, Qi = k
0, otherwise,
unknown functions mk, σk, k = 1, . . . ,K, and an i.i.d. sequence {εi}. This is a pretty general
model, and we mention it since one goal for future research can be to analyse multiple change-
point methods for this type of model.
In the above examples we always defined the hidden-Markov chain with a finite state space,
but it is also possible to have continous state spaces. These models are also called state space
models. A detailed analysis of these models can be found in Cappé et al. (2005).
In the literature, the name of regime/Markov-switching models differs a lot among research
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Figure 5.1.: Time series with three changes in the mean.
fields. Econometricians use Markov-switching models, biologists work with Markov-mixture
models, engineers talk about hidden-Markov models and mixture-of-expert models are applied
in machine-learning literature.
In context of regime-switching models a change point obviously appears when the non-
observable process {Qi} switches to another state. Therefore regime-switching models have,
in contrast to classical change-point models, random and not deterministic change points.
Thus, the regime-switching model is much more flexible and additionally allows meaningful
forecasting. As an example we consider a financial dataset, i.e. a stock index. We assume
that during the recording of the data an event took place, which surely had an impact on
the data. Examples are a national bankruptcy, a war or a natural catastrophe. If we want to
make forecasts about the future developement of the index, we cannot exclude the possibility
that such an event occures again. Therefore we choose a regime-switching model, and not a
classical change-point model, to include the possible occurence of this event.
5.2. Models for Multiple Changes in Location
We introduce two types of models for multiple changes in the mean. Figure 5.1 shows a time
series which could have been generated by each of the two models. The red vertical lines
mark the change points and at each change point there is a shift in the mean, illustrated by
the blue horizontal lines. First, we discuss the classical change-point model and continue with
the regime-switching model.
5.2.1. Classical Multiple Change-Point Location Model





djI{kj−1 < i ≤ kj}+ εi, i = 1, ..., n, (CCM)
where the number of structural breaks q ∈ N, the change points k1, . . . , kq with
0 = k0 < k1 = bϑ1nc ≤ ... ≤ kq = bϑqnc ≤ kq+1 = n and 0 < ϑ1 ≤ . . . ϑq ≤ 1,
as well as the expected values d1, . . . , dq+1 ∈ R with dj 6= dj+1, j = 1, . . . , q, are unknown
and the stochastic error sequence ε1, . . . , εn fulfills conditions specified below.
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In the definition of the model the change points k1, . . . , kq, and hence the number of obser-
vations between the change points as well, grow with an increasing sample size n. This is a
necessary assumption to show asymptotic properties of the change-point methods under the
alternative of at least one structural break. In comparison to the change points, the number
of change points q does not depend on n. However, it would be no problem if the number of
change points q depends on n as long as q = qn is bounded as n goes to infinity.
For the time being we simply assume for the error sequence {εi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}:
(E1) Let the errors {εi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a strictly stationary sequence with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν <∞ for some ν > 0,∑
h≥0
|γ(h)| <∞, where γ(h) = cov(ε1, ε1+h),
and long-run variance




In the sequel we need further conditions on the errors, but we will introduce and explain them
when they are needed. An overview of all assumptions can be found in Appendix A.
Besides the common error properties as Eε1 = 0 and 0 < τ2 <∞, where the existence of τ2
follows from the existence of the sum of the absolute autocovariances, the conditions stated
in (E1) are assumed to ensure the validness of the invariance principle in assumption (E2)
and a further moment condition in (E3). Basically it would be enough to assume (E2) and
(E3), but for all well-known error sequences, such as independent and identically distributed,
α-mixing or Markov sequences, (E1) nevertheless has to be assumed to ensure (E2) and
(E3). We refer for details to Section 6.3.
5.2.2. Regime-Switching Location Model
A regime-switching model, which describes changes in the mean, is given by
Xi = d
∗
Qi + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,
with potential expectations d∗1, . . . , d∗K ∈ R, where d∗i 6= d∗j for i, j = 1, . . . ,K, i 6= j, and
errors ε1, . . . , εn fulfilling (E1). The expectation of observation Xi is random and determined
by a non-observable {1, ...,K}-valued stationary process {Qi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, K ∈ N. Is Qi for
example in state 3, observation Xi has expectation d∗3.
For our purposes the key features of the non-observable process {Qi} are long duration times,
since in the regime-switching model a change point appears, when the non-observable process
{Qi} switches to another state. Since we do not want to have a different expectation in each
new observation, we do not choose an i.i.d. sequence for the non-observable process {Qi},
because here the probability would be high to switch at each time point to another state.
A good approach is to choose for the non-observable process {Qi} a Markov chain with an
adequate transition matrix, i.e. the probablity to stay in the same state should be high.
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For the classical model (CCM) we assumed that the distance between two adjacent change
points goes to infinity as n goes to infinity in order to obtain asymptotic results under the
alternative. To receive a similar setting in the regime-switching model the duration times
have to go to infinity as n goes to infinity. To ensure this, the non-observable process {Qi}
has to depend on the number of observations n. Hence, we alter the regime-switching model











with a non-observable {1, ...,K}-valued stationary process {Q(n)i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, K ∈ N. Thus,
we are able to analyse the regime-switching model asymptotically as well. This model is
similar to other situations in statistics, e.g. the asymptotic framework by Dahlhaus (1997) to
analyse locally stationary processes.
In the example with the Markov chain as non-observable process, the transition matrix of the
Markov Chain {Q(n)i } has to depend on n in a way that the probability to stay in the same
state tends to 1 as n tends to infinity.
We note that in contrast to the classical model the regime-switching model has random
expectations, random change points, and a random number of them, since {Q(n)i } is a random
process. Additionally the number of change points depends on n, which we stress by the
notation qn, and is allowed to tend to infinity as n goes to infinity. Although we want to
point out the differences we want to illustrate the similarity between the classical and the
regime-switching model as well. Thus, we write the regime-switching model in terms of the




djI{kj−1 < j ≤ kj}+ εi, i = 1, ..., n, and dj ∈ {d∗1, . . . , d∗K} (RSM)
where the number of change points qn, the change points k1, ..., kqn as well as d1, . . . , dqn+1
are random variables.
5.3. Test and Estimation Procedure
The last section introduced the classical and the regime-switching model which allow for
several changes in the expectation in an otherwise stationary sequence of random variables.
In Section 5.3.1 we are interested in whether changes occured or not. For this problem we
consider a moving-sums based test statistic, which was in detail investigated by Hušková and
Slabỳ (2001) in case of a location model with i.i.d. errors, and test the null hypothesis of
no change against the alternative of at least one structural break. If the null hypothesis is
rejected we want to find out how many structural breaks are present and where they are.
To this end Section 5.3.2 considers estimators introduced, but not mathematically analysed,
in Antoch et al. (2000). In the test and estimation procedure the long-run variance of the
errors is involved. Since in most applications the long-run variance is unknown Section 5.3.3
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We are interested in testing the null hypothesis of no change
H0 : k1 = . . . = kq = n
against the alternative of at least one structural break
H1 : k1 ≤ . . . ≤ kq, where at least one inequality is strict.

















and bandwidth G = G(n). This test statistic compares for every time point G ≤ k ≤ n−G,
the estimated mean of the first subsample Xk−G, . . . , Xk to the mean of the second subsample
Xk+1, . . . , Xk+G. A significant difference in the mean for some G ≤ k ≤ n − G indicates a
change. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2. We start at time point k = G and define a window of
size 2G, which includes the observations X1, . . . , X2G. Comparing the mean of X1, . . . , XG to
the mean of XG+1, . . . , X2G yields no big differences. Then, we move the window to the next
time point k + 1 and repeat the comparison with the sample X2, . . . , X2G+1. Subsequently
the window of size 2G is moved in terms of k along the sample. Therefore, this statistic is
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called a moving-sum (MOSUM) statistic. The class of MOSUM statistics has been developed
and analysed for many different kind of AMOC models, e.g. in Bauer and Hack (1980), Chu
et al. (1995) or Hušková (1990).
To obtain asympotic results we let the following assumption on the bandwidth G hold:








This ensures that the bandwidth G goes to infinity slower than n, but faster than n
2
2+ν log n.
The ν in the above expression is the same ν as in the moment condition of the errors in (E1).
Hence, there is a connection between the number of moments existing and the strength of the
bandwidth assumption. The higher moments exist the weaker is the bandwidth assumption.
To construct an asymptotic test with level α we need the asymptotic distribution under the
null hypothesis, which was obtained under the assumption of i.i.d. errors and a known variance
σ2 by Hušková and Slabỳ (2001). To use their result we assume for the errors an invariance
principle, which ensures that the asymptotic behaviour of the test statistic does not depend
on the error distribution. Hence, we assume (E2), which is given by








εi − (W (k +G)−W (k))
∣∣∣∣∣ = op ((log(n/G))− 12) .
Since in most applications the long-run variance τ2 is unknown, we use an estimator τ̂2k,n and






We note that in the literature usually variance estimators τ̂2n are suggested, but these are
not appropriate for the multiple change-point setting (we refer for more details to Section
5.3.3). Instead, we estimate the long-run variance τ2 at each time point G ≤ k ≤ n − G
by an estimator τ̂2k,n = τ̂
2
k,n(G) depending on the bandwidth G in a way that we only use
observations Xk−G, . . . , Xk+G. The next section introduces a specific estimator τ̂2k,n, but to
derive the asymptotic distribution of Tn(G) the estimator τ̂2k,n only need to fulfill (L0) given
by
(L0) Let the long-run variance estimators τ̂2k,n be based only on observations
Xk−G+1, . . . , Xk+G and fulfill
max
G≤k≤n−G





The following theorem gives the asymptotic distribution of Tn(G) under the null hypothesis.
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Theorem 5.1. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the classical model (CCM) or the regime switching
model (RSM) and let the assumptions (E1), (E2) on errors, (G) on the bandwidth G and
(L0) on the long-run variance estimator τ̂2k,n hold. Then, under H0,
a(n/G)Tn(G)− b(n/G)
D−→ Γ,




2 log x, b(x) = 2 log(x) +
1
2
log log x+ log(3/2)− 1
2
log π.






− b(n/G) D−→ Γ,




















In (E2) is assumed that the not necessarily independent errors obey a strong invariance
principle, which ensures that asymptotically the behaviour of the standardised test statistic





























εi − (W (k +G)−W (k))
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where the last step is obtained by the reverse triangle inequality and assumption (E2). More-
over the increments of the Wiener process can be written as
















it is enough to derive the asymptotic distribution for independent standard normally dis-
tributed errors, which is done in the proof of Hušková and Slabỳ (2001). Furthermore we
have to show that the limit distribution does not change if the long-run variance τ2 is esti-


























− b(n/G) + op(1)
D−→ Γ
by Theorem 2.1 in Hušková and Slabỳ (2001) and
a(n/G)
















































and by assumption (L0)
max
G≤k≤n−G
∣∣∣∣ 1τ̂k,n − 1τ
∣∣∣∣ = maxG≤k≤n−G |τ̂k,n − τ |τ2 + op(1) = maxG≤k≤n−G |τ̂
2
k,n − τ2|








Then, the assertion is shown.
We can now construct a test with asymptotic level α, by rejecting the null hypothesis if
Tn(G) > Dn(G;α) with critical value
Dn(G;α) =




5.3.2. Estimation of Number and Locations of Change Points
In case the null hypothesis is rejected, we estimate the number of change points q and the
change points k1, . . . , kq by a method proposed, but not mathematically investigated, by
Antoch et al. (2000). To illustrate the idea of the estimators Figure 5.3 has been included.
The upper picture shows a time series with three structural breaks marked by red vertical
lines. The lower picture presents the performance of the appended statistic τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)|,
where the estimator τ̂2k,n is defined later on in (5.12). The horizontal line indicates the critical
valueDn(G;α). The test statistic exceeds the critical value in intervals around the true change
points. Therefore it seems to be a good idea to use those time points k where τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)|
exceeds the critical value Dn(G;α) to estimate the change points k1, ..., kq. Hence, we choose
all pairs of indices (vj , wj) such that
τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)| ≥ Dn(G;αn) for k = vj , ..., wj , (5.5)
τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)| < Dn(G;αn) for k = vj − 1, wj + 1, (5.6)
wj − vj ≥ εG with 0 < ε < 1/2 arbitrary but fixed. (5.7)
In Figure 5.3 the statistic takes its local maxima approximately at the true change points.
Hence, we define





as an estimator for a change point and
q̂n =̂ the number of pairs (vj , wj) (5.9)
as the estimator of the number of change points q. A minimum length εG of the interval
[vj , wj ] is assumed to exclude the case of an additionally estimated change point if the test
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Figure 5.3.: The upper picture shows a time series with three change points marked by the red vertical
lines. Below the behaviour of the MOSUM statistic τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)| is illustrated and the
horizontal blue line presents the critical value Dn(G;α).
statistic does not increase monotonously after exceeding the critical value, but falls below the
critical value again for a short time period. Respectively, if the test statistic does not decrease
monotonously after falling below the critival value, but exceeds the critical value again for a
short time period. We refer for illustration to Figure 5.3. The condition is also necessary for
the proof of consistency of the estimator for the number of change points q̂n (refer to the proof
of Theorem 6.1). Due to the definition of the minimum length of the intervals, in applications
the situation can hypothetically occur that max
G≤k≤n−G
τ̂−1k,n|Tk,n(G)| > Dn(G;α) while at the
same time no change points are estimated. In this case the test nevertheless rejects the null
hypothesis.
5.3.3. Estimation of the Long-Run Variance








is not suitable for change-point problems, since it does not take possible structural breaks













with k̂ := arg max
G≤k<n−G
Tk,n(G) and Xj,l denoting the mean of observations Xj , . . . , Xl, j, l =
1, . . . , n, was proposed as variance estimator in the context of AMOC models (refer to Hušková
et al. (2007)). Here, a potential change point k̂ is taken into account. This idea can not be
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Figure 5.4.: Performance of the Variance estimators σ̂2k,n (black line) and σ̂2n (blue dotted line) in
comparison to the true variance (the red line).
generalised to multiple change-point models, since we do not know how many change points













as variance estimator. To illustrate the idea and performance of this estimator Figure 5.4
is included. The upper picture shows a time series with one change point, which is marked
by the red vertical line. In the two lower pictures the red line is the true variance σ2 and
the blue dashed line is the standard variance estimator σ̂2n, which clearly overestimates the
variance σ2. The black line is σ̂2k,n for bandwidth G = 50 (upper picture) and G = 75 (lower
picture). The estimator σ̂2k,n performes well far away from the change point and directly at
the change point, but overestimates the variance near the change point. This is due to the
definition of σ̂2k,n. For each time point k a window of length 2G is defined and the variance
of the samples on the left side of the window is added to the variance of the samples on
the right side of the window. Hence, the variance is estimated correctly at the change point
k = 250, but overestimated near the change point, since e.g. at k = 220 the right side of
the window includes the change point. The window does not include a change point if the
distance between k and a change point is larger than G. Hence, for these time points the
variance is estimated correctly.
In case of dependent errors we have to estimate the long-run variance τ2. This is already a
difficult task if we are not in a change-point setup, but have a stationary sequence of random
variables. The standard long-run variance estimator is the Bartlett estimator













ω(h/Λn) := (1− h/Λn)I{|h| ≤ Λn}
and bandwidth Λn. Berkes et al. (2005) have shown the almost sure convergence of this
estimator under weak and strong dependence assumptions. The performance of this estimator
is improved by using flat-top kernels instead of Bartlett weights, see e.g. Politis and Romano
(1995). The flat-top kernels are defined by
w(t) =

1, |t| ≤ 1/2,
2(1− |t|), 1/2 < |t| < 1,
0, |t| ≥ 1.
An adapted version of τ̂2n for the AMOC model was discussed in Hušková and Kirch (2010),
who have also shown the consistency of their estimator under H0 and H1.
For the multiple change-point setting we propose the estimator

















suitable weights ω and bandwidth Λn.
For the asymptotic results of the change-point estimators we do not need the specific form of
the estimator τ̂2k,n, but general properties including rates of uniform convergence of τ̂
2
k,n under
H0 and H1 specified in (L0) and
(L1) Let the long-run variance estimator τ̂2k,n be translation invariant, i.e.














The assumption of translation invariance is not a strong assumption, since all reasonable
long-run variance estimators we know have this property.


















This is for example the case if the observations are allowed to change simultaneously in mean
and variance. Clearly this situation requires an error sequence which does not fulfill the
assumption of strict stationarity, but often occures in practise. We will see in Section 7
why in this situation ist is reasonable to use a modified variance estimator. The modified
estimators are not as stable as the variance estimator σ̂2k,n, since they are based on G instead
of 2G observations. Thus, they should only be used with large bandwidth G.
In the dependent case we define long-run variance estimators τ̂2k,n,l and τ̂
2
k,n,r as in equation

















k,n,r). Since we already need large bandwidths G to
achieve a relatively good performance of the estimator τ̂2k,n, the bandwidth G has to be huge
to obtain acceptable results by the modified long-run variance estimators. 
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6. Theoretical Results
We have seen that heuristically the MOSUM procedure is a reasonable instrument to detect
and estimate structural changes. However, Section 6.1 considers the MOSUM procedure
in a theoretical way, i.e. it analyses the consistency of the estimators for the number and
locations of structural breaks and obtains the joint asymptotic distribution of the change-
point estimators. To obtain the asymptotic results we have to distinguish carefully between
the classical and the regime-switching model. Section 6.2 considers the asymptotic behaviour
of the long-run variance estimators proposed in Section 5.3.3 under the null hypothesis and
the alternative. All these results are obtained under certain conditions on the error sequence.
To demonstrate that these are not too restrictive, Section 6.3 includes some examples of error
sequences which fulfill the conditions.
6.1. Consistency of the Estimators
For the asymptotic analysis of the change-point estimators it is important to recall the differ-
ences between the classical and the regime-switching model: first the classical model assumes
deterministic change points whereas the regime-switching model has random change points,
secondly in contrast to the deterministic and bounded number of changes in the classical
model the regime-switching model has a random and potentially unbounded number, and
third the expectations in the regime-switching model are not deterministic as in the classical
model but randomly.
Section 6.1.1 proves the consistency of the estimator for the number of change points in
case of the classical as well as the regime-switching model. Then, in Section 6.1.2 we obtain a
uniform rate of consistency for the change-point estimators under the classical and the regime-
switching model, respectively. The rates differ, since the uniform rate of convergence under
the regime-switching model depends on the growth rate of the number of change points. But
if the number of changes is stochastically bounded we obtain the same rate. Based on the
uniform consistency result we derive in Section 6.1.3 the joint asymptotic distribution of the
change-point estimators under the classical model.
6.1.1. Consistency of the Estimator for the Number of Change Points
To begin with, we prove the consistency of the estimator for the number of change points
q̂n under the classical model (CCM). Thereafter, we discuss the alterations we conduct to
obtain the consistency result for the regime-switching model (RSM).
We recall that the number of change points is estimated by the number of intervals, where the
statistic τ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) exceeds the critical value Dn(G;αn) (refer to (5.9)). The performance of
the statistic depends on the window length 2G, since the statistic compares the mean of the
subsample on the left side of the window to the mean of the subsample on the right side. For
the asymptotic results we need that this window asymptotically does not include more than
one change point. In model (CCM) we already assumed the distance between two adjacent
change points to be tending to infinity as n goes to infinity, but we further need the minimum
distance between two adjacent change points to be asymptotically larger than 2G. Hence, we
assume
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(Cd) Let for the minimum distance between two adjacent change points hold that
lim sup
n→∞
d0(n)/G = C > 2 with d0(n) := min
0≤j≤q
|kj+1 − kj |.
Further, we consider fixed as well as local changes. Thus, we let the expectations d1, . . . , dq+1
depend on n, i.e. we consider d1,n, . . . , dq+1,n, and let the following assumption hold:





To obtain results under the alternative H1, we let the level α = αn depend on n and fulfill
(A) Let {αn : n ∈ N} satisfy





The next theorem shows that q̂n defined as in (5.9) is a consistent estimator of the true number
of change points q.
Theorem 6.1. LetX1, ..., Xn follow the classical model (CCM). Further, let the assumptions
(E1), (E2) on the errors, (G) on the bandwidth G, (A) on the level αn, (Cd) on the change
points and (D) on the expectations hold. Moreover, assume (L1) for the long-run variance
estimator τ̂2k,n and let the error sequence fulfill (L0). Then, under H1,
P (q̂n = q) −→ 1 as n→∞.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. To estimate the correct number of change points q, the number of
intervals [vj , wj ] has to be equal to q, but [vj , wj ], j = 1, . . . , q, do not necessarily have to
cover the change points kj , j = 1, . . . , q. But the proof will show that the desired covering of
the change points by these intervals will be indeed the case.
To detect a change point the statistic τ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) has to exceed the critical value Dn(G;αn)
in an interval larger than εG with ε < 1/2 (refer to (5.7)). Defining the set
BG,q := {k ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ∃kj ∈ {k1, . . . , kq} with 0 ≤ |k − kj | < (1− ε)G} (6.1)
and demanding τ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) > Dn(G;αn) for all k ∈ BG,q ensures the estimation of at least q
change points. However, we do not want to estimate more structural breaks than q, thus the
test statistic τ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) has to be smaller than the critical value Dn(G,αn) for all k ∈ AG,q
with
AG,q := {k ∈ {1, . . . , n} : |kj − k| ≥ G, ∀ k1, . . . , kq}. (6.2)
Choosing AG,q and BG,q as above omits the indices (1 − ε)G ≤ |k − kj | < G, j = 1, . . . , q.
This is done, because the asymptotic behaviour of τ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) can be determined for k ∈ AG,q
and BG,q, but not for the omitted indices. But by requiring (5.7) it is ensured that it does
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not matter how the test statistic behaves in the omitted intervals, because in these intervals
no additional change point can be estimated since the intervals are too small. This leads to






























where the last line follows from the inequality
P (A ∩B) = 1− P (AC ∪BC) ≥ 1− P (AC)− P (BC).

















































dj,nI{kj−1 < i ≤ kj}
 .
To prove (6.4), we note that by definition of AG,q the observationsXk−G+1, . . . , Xk+G have the
same mean for k ∈ AG,q. Hence, we receive Rk,n(G) = 0 for k ∈ AG,q. Further, we know that
τ̂k,n includes only observations with the same mean for k ∈ AG,q. We denote τ̂k,n including
only observations Xk−G+1, . . . , Xk+G with the same mean as τ̂0k,n. The 0 indicates that τ̂
0
k,n
behaves like a long-run variance estimator under the null hypothesis. This behaviour is due
to the assumption of translation invariance. Further, we note that max
G≤k≤n−G
∣∣T 0k,n(G)∣∣/τ̂0k,n













































by the definition of the critical value Dn(G;αn) in (5.4). Further, Theorem 5.1 together with









= αn + o(1) −→ 0.
We note that in Theorem 5.1 the convergence is pointwise, but here a uniform convergence
of the distribution function is needed. However, the uniform convergence is given, since the
limit distribution function is continuous.
To prove (6.5) we analyse Rk,n(G) for k ∈ BG,q, i.e. |k − kj | < (1− ε)G for j = 1, . . . , q. By
assumption (Cd) the sets {k : |k − kj | < (1 − ε)G} include asymptotically only one change





























(G+ k − kj), if kj − (1− ε)G ≤ k ≤ kj
dj+1,n−dj,n√
2G




(G− |k − kj |). (6.7)
A lower bound for min
k∈Bn,G






































We recall that max
G≤k≤n−G
τ̂k,n = Op (1) by assumption (L1),
max
G≤k≤n−G
|T 0k,n(G)| = Op(
√
log(n/G))































































To show the consistency of q̂n under the regime-switching model, we have to reconsider as-
sumption (Cd) on the minimum distance between the change points, since we have random
change points in the regime-switching model. However, (Cd) can be altered into the appro-
priate stochastic formulation that the probability of the distance between two adjacent change
points being larger than 2G tends to 0:
(Cr) Let for the minimum distance between two adjacent change points hold that
lim
n→∞
P (d0(n) > 2G) = 1 with d0(n) := min
0≤j≤qn
|kj+1 − kj |.
Further, in the regime-switching model (RSM) we have random expectations d1, . . . , dqn+1,
which can take values in {d∗1, . . . , d∗K}. We let them depend on n and consider d∗1,n, . . . , d∗K,n
and d1,n, . . . , dqn+1,n. We assume
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(Dr) Let d̃∗i,j,n := d
∗





With this assumptions we can show the consistency of q̂n for the regime-switching model as
well. The approach is to generalise the proof of Theorem 6.1 to the case of the regime-switching
model.
Theorem 6.2. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the regime-switching model (RSM). Further, let the
assumptions (E1), (E2) on the errors, (G) on the bandwidth G, (A) on the level αn, (Cr)
on the change points and (Dr) on the expectations hold. Moreover, assume (L1) for the
long-run variance estimator τ̂2k,n and let the error sequence fulfill (L0). Then, under H1,
P (q̂n = qn) −→ 1 as n→∞.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We start in the same way as in Theorem 6.1 and define AG,qn and
BG,qn as in (6.2) and (6.1). We note that the sets are random in this setting, since the number
and locations of change points are random. As before we obtain





































In the proof of Theorem 6.1 the test statistic was splitted into two parts T 0k,n(G) and Rk,n(G).
For k ∈ AG,q the part Rk,n(G) is equal to 0 by definition of AG,q. To show that Rk,n(G) has
the form in (6.7) for k ∈ BG,q as n is large, the exact location of the sets did not matter,
only the distance between two adjacent change points being larger than 2G for n large was
required. Under assumption (Cr) the probability that d0(n) > 2G holds is asymptotically
one, but the occurence of a smaller distance has to be considered. Therefore the probabilities
in (6.9) and (6.10) are divided by the law of total probability into the cases d0(n) ≤ 2G and























≥ Dn(G,αn), d0(n) > 2G
)
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≥ Dn(G,αn), d0(n) ≤ 2G
)
≤ P (d0(n) ≤ 2G) = o(1).
















< Dn(G,αn), d0(n) > 2G
)
−→ 0.







































(G− |k − kj |)






































G converges to infinity faster than
√
log(n/G) by bandwidth assumption (G). Hence,
we have
P (q̂n = qn) = 1 + o(1) −→ 1,
which is the assertion.
6.1.2. Consistency of the Change-Point Estimators
In the last Section we proved that in general the number of change points is estimated asymp-
totically correctly by q̂n. For smaller samples sizes this is not necessarily the case. If the esti-
mated number of change points is smaller than the true number of change points, k̂q̂n+1, . . . , k̂q
are not defined and if the estimated number of change points is larger than the true number
of change points, kq+1 . . . , kq̂n do not exist. Hence, we define
qn := min(q, q̂n) (6.11)
to ensure the existence of the change points and change-point estimators in the following
corollary.
Corollary 6.3. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the classical model (CCM). Under the assumptions of





|k̂j − kj | ≥ G
)
−→ 0.
Proof of Corollary 6.3. The proof is based on conclusions from Theorem 6.1 and equations
(6.4) and (6.5). We define the sets AG,q and BG,q as in (6.2) and (6.1). First, we distinguish

















|k̂j − kj | ≥ G, q 6= q̂n
)
.





|k̂j − kj | ≥ G, q 6= q̂n
)
















Estimating the correct number of change points means having exactly q intervals, where the
test statistic exceeds the critical value Dn(G;αn). From the proof of Theorem 6.1 we know
that in general these intervals asymptotically include the change points as well as symmetric
intervals of length 2G(1 − ε) around the change points. With this in mind we distinguish










































































≥ Dn(G;αn), q = q̂n
)
+ o(1).
If in this situation the distance between a change-point estimator and a true change point









































by equation (6.4). This gives the assertion.
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We continue with the analogous result for the regime-switching model. Since in the regime-
switching model the number of change points depends on n we have a slight change in notation
and define
qn := min(q̂n, qn).
Corollary 6.4. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the regime-switching model (RSM). Under the as-





|k̂j − kj | ≥ G
)
−→ 0.
Proof of Corollary 6.4. In principle the statement can be obtained along the lines of Corol-
lary 6.3 using the assumptions and results for the regime-switching model. We briefly recall
the proof and mention the necessary alterations. We analogously start with distinguishing

















|k̂j − kj | ≥ G, qn 6= q̂n
)
.





|k̂j − kj | ≥ G, qn 6= q̂n
)
≤ P (qn 6= q̂n) = o(1).
Since the change points are random, we have to consider the cases d0(n) > 2G and d0(n) ≤ 2G











|k̂j − kj | ≥ G, qn = q̂n, d0(n) > 2G
)
+ o(1).















≥ Dn(G;αn), qn = q̂n, d0(n) > 2G
)
+ o(1).






















Corollaries 6.3 and 6.4 indicate that the estimation errors of change-point estimators k̂j ,
j = 1, . . . qn, are uniformly stochastically bounded by G. However, in Theorem 6.6 and 6.10
below we can even show a better rate of uniform convergence. To obtain these results we
have to make a further condition on the errors ε1, . . . , εn. This is a Hájek-Rényi-type moment
condition and given by








≤ C|j − i+ 1|ϕ.
With this assumption we can apply the following Hájek-Rényi-inequality in the proofs of the
uniform consistency rates.
Lemma 6.5. Under assumption (E1), (E3) it holds for any positive and non-increasing
sequence c1 ≥ c2 ≥ . . . ≥ cn > 0 and any ξn with 1 ≤ ξn ≤ n that a constant A(ϕ, γ) ≥ 8
















where C is as in (E3).
Proof of Lemma 6.5. To begin with we split
k∑
j=1






































































































We define c∗k := cξn+k, use the stationarity of ε1, . . . , εn and apply Theorem B.3. in Kirch





































With A(ϕ, γ) := 2γA1(ϕ, γ) ≥ 8 follows the assertion.
Usually we have γ = 2 + ν and ϕ = γ/2 (refer to section 6.3). The next theorem gives the
uniform stochastic boundedness of the change-point estimation errors weighted by the amount
of change.
Theorem 6.6. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the classical model (CCM). Further let the assumptions
(E1), (E2), (E3) on the errors, (G) on the bandwidth G, (A) on the level αn, (Cd) on the
change points and (D) on the expectations hold. Moreover, assume (L1) for the long-run
variance estimator τ̂2k,n and let the error sequence fulfill (L0). Then, under H1,




d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M
)
≤ ε for n large.
Remark 6.7. From Theorem 6.6 it follows






































Hence, we have max
1≤j≤qn






and in case of fixed changes
max
1≤j≤qn
|k̂j − kj | = Op (1). Since stochastic boundedness is the best rate, which can be obtained
for change-point estimators, we speak of consistent change-point estimators. 
Before we can prove Theorem 6.6 we have to consider two other lemmas.
Lemma 6.8. Under assumptions (E1), (E3) for T 0k,n(G) defined as in (6.6) and βn > 0 it
























∣∣T 0k,n(G)∣∣ > βn) = β−γn O(1),
where the constants does not depend on j.















































































































































































because the error sequence is strictly stationary. Since the assumptions of Lemma 6.5 are



















































for a suitable constant A(γ, ϕ). This yields part (a). The proofs of part (b) and (c) follow















































(1 + log(G)) = β∗−γn log(G)O (1)
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This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.9. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the classical model (CCM). With the assumptions of
Theorem 6.6 we have, under H1, ∀ ε > 0 ∃M > 0 :
P
(



















with AG,q and BG,q as in (6.2) and (6.1), and Tk,n(G) is defined in (5.1).
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Proof of Lemma 6.9. For reasons of simplicity we define Cn = Md̃−2j,n. We obtain by the
definition of the absolute value and furthermore by the definition of k̂j
P
(
































< kj − Cn, M(q,G)
)
.












Noting the equality arg max
vj≤k≤wj





















< kj − Cn, M(q,G)
)
and using the definition of arg max to
P
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< Dn(G,αn) (refer to the definition of M(q,G)) it holds |kj − vj | < G
and |kj − wj | < G. This implies
P
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We focus on the second term in (6.15) and deduce a decomposition of Vk,n(G) for all kj−G ≤
k ≤ kj − Cn and n large. Results for the first term follow analogously. We have
Vk,n(G) = (Tk,n(G))




(Tkj ,n(G)− Tk,n(G)) + Tk,n(G)
)2
= −(Tkj ,n(G)− Tk,n(G))
2 − 2(Tkj ,n(G)− Tk,n(G))Tk,n(G)
= −(Tkj ,n(G)− Tk,n(G))
(
(Tkj ,n(G)− Tk,n(G)) + 2Tk,n(G)
)
.





















































































































=: K1 + T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5. (6.16)




|k − kj |




|k − kj |
∣∣∣T 0kj ,n(G)− T 0k,n(G)∣∣∣ = Op (1)G− 12 log(G) 1γ , (6.18)
max
kj−G≤k≤kj−Cn
∣∣∣T 0kj ,n(G)− T 0k,n(G)∣∣∣ = Op(1), (6.19)
max
kj−G≤k≤kj−Cn
∣∣T 0k,n(G)∣∣ = Op(1). (6.20)




∣∣∣∣ = √2Gd̃−1j,n maxkj−G≤k≤kj−Cn




































∣∣∣∣ = 2G|d̃j,n|−2 maxkj−G≤k≤kj−Cn a−1k b−1k
∣∣∣∣((T 0kj ,n(G)− T 0k,n(G)))2∣∣∣∣
= Op(1)|d̃j,n|−2 max
kj−G≤k≤kj−Cn














∣∣∣∣ = 4G|d̃j,n|−2 maxkj−G≤k≤kj−Cn a−1k b−1k





























with Z∗ = op(1) as proven above and use K1 ≤ −12Cnd̃
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∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1/2)+ o(1).

















∣∣∣(T 0kj ,n(G)− T 0k,n(G))∣∣∣ ≥ (2G)− 12 |d̃j,n|/2)
< ε for n large enough,
we have proved the assertion.
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We are now able to prove Theorem 6.6.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. To begin with, we distinguish between the cases of a correctly and

















d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M, q̂n 6= q
)





d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M, q̂n 6= q
)
≤ P (q̂n 6= q) = o(1).




































where we know from (6.4) that
P
(
























< Dn(G,αn) as well as min
G≤k≤n−G
τ̂k,n > 0 and min
G≤k≤n−G
τ̂k,n ≤ 0 and receive

























































d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M, M(G, q)
)
+ o(1). (6.21)
In Lemma 6.9 we have showen: For all ε∗ > 0 exists a constant M > 0:
P
(
d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M, M(G, q)
)
≤ ε∗ + o(1)
for j = 1, . . . , q. This implies that we can choose for all ε > 0 an appropriate ε∗, i.e. ε∗ < ε/q,





d̃2j,n|k̂j − kj | > M
)
≤ q(ε∗ + o(1)) + o(1) = qε∗ + o(1)
< ε for n large enough, i.e. o(1) < ε− qε∗. (6.22)
This yields the assertion.
For the regime-switching model the uniform rate of convergence for the errors of the change-
point estimators depends on the growth rate of the number of change points. To make an
assumption on the growth rate of qn we define a sequence γn, which bounds the number of
change points in a stochastic way. Namely
(Q) Let {γn : n ∈ N} be a sequence such that
P (qn > γn) −→ 0.
Theorem 6.10 gives a uniform rate of convergence for the change-point estimators under the
regime-switching model. In the proof we see why assumption (Q) is necessary and why the
proof and hence the result of Theorem 6.6 is in general not valid for the regime-switching
model.
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Theorem 6.10. Let X1, ..., Xn follow the regime switching model (RSM). Let the assump-
tions (E1), (E2), (E3) on the errors, (G) on the bandwidth G, (A) on the level {αn}, (Cr)
on the change points and (Dr) on the expectations hold. Moreover, assume (L1) for the long-
run variance estimator τ̂2k,n and let the error sequence fulfill (L0). Further, let {γn : n ∈ N}











∣∣∣d̃∗i,j,n∣∣∣)−γ (ξ− γ2n +G− γ2 logG)O(1) + o(1).














τ̂k,n > 0, d0(n) > G
}
with AG,qn , BG,qn as in (6.2), (6.1). This is the correspondend definition to M(G, q) from
the proof of Theorem 6.6 added by the event d0(n) > G to take the random change points
into account and reduced by the event q̂n = qn to have the oppertunity to consider it in more


















|k̂j − kj | > ξn, q̂n = qn, M∗(G, qn)
}+ o(1).
We can not conduct the next step as before (refer to (6.21)), since qn is a random variable.
Additionally the last conclusion in (6.22) does not hold, because qn is allowed to tend to
infinity. Therefore, we introduced the sequence {γn} to proceed as follows: We distinguish











|k̂j − kj | > ξn, q̂n = qn, qn ≤ γn, M∗(G, qn)
}+ o(1).


















































|k̂j − kj | > ξn, q̂n = qn, j ≤ qn ≤ γn, M∗(G, qn)
)
.
Since {γn} is allowed to tend to infinity the above sum will in general not be bounded. To
determine how fast the sum grows we need to know how fast the probabilities go to zero.



















∣∣∣d̃∗i,j,n∣∣∣)−γ (ξ− γ2n +G− γ2 logG)O(1) + o(1).
This gives the assertion.



















∣∣∣d̃∗i,j,n∣∣∣)−γ −→ 0, (6.23)
i.e. the number of changes is allowed to tend to infinity but not too fast, we obtain
max
1≤j≤qn













(c) If we additionally to the assumptions of Theorem 6.10 assume that the sequence {γn}














|k̂j − kj | ≥ ξn
)
−→ 0. 
It is left to show the result we used in the proof of Theorem 6.10, which is concerned with
the individual rates of convergence for the errors of the change-point estimators in case of the
regime-switching model.
Lemma 6.12. LetX1, ..., Xn follow the regime-switching model (RSM) and the assumptions










∣∣∣d̃∗i,j,n∣∣∣)−γ (ξ− γ2n +G− γ2 log(G))O(1)
uniformly in j = 1, ..., qn and
M(G; qn) :=
{











τ̂k,n > 0, d0(n) > 2G
}
with AG,qn and BG,qn as in (6.2) and (6.1).
Proof of Lemma 6.12. We obtain along the lines of the proof of Lemma 6.9
P
(












Vk,n(G) ≥ 0, d0(n) > 2G
)
.
The further calculations are exactly the same up to (6.16), because we are in the situation
with d0(n) > 2G. Since we need rates of convergence for the probabilities to compensate for
the increasing number of change points we obtain by Lemma 6.8 (a)-(d) with ak := k−kj ≥ ξn
























































|k − kj |−
1








































Furthermore we use P (AB > ε) ≤ P (A > ε
1
2 ) + P (B > ε
1






























































































∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1/4)+ P ( maxkj−G≤k≤kj−ξn
∣∣∣∣ T4K1





∣∣∣d̃∗i,j,n∣∣∣)−γ (ξ− γ2n +G− γ2 log(G))O(1).
This completes the proof.
6.1.3. Joint Asymptotic Distribution of the Change-Point Estimators
We derive the joint asymptotic distribution of the normalised change-point estimators under
the classical model with local alternatives. We do this under the assumption of an independent
and identically distributed error sequence and known variance σ2.
Theorem 6.13. Let X1, ..., Xn follow model (CCM) with an error sequence of independent
and identically distributed random variables. Furthermore, let the assumptions (E1), (E2),
(E3) on the error sequence, (G) on the bandwidth G, (A) on level αn and (Cd) on the











(S1, . . . , Sq) ,
where qn is defined as in (6.11),
Si := arg max{W (i)s − |s|/
√
6 : s ∈ R}
and {W (i)s : s ∈ R}, i = 1, . . . , q, are mutually independent standard Wiener processes.
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= o(1) for c −→∞.






























≤ (x1, . . . , xq) , max
1≤j≤q
d̃2j,n
|k̂j − kj |
σ2
≤ c, q̂n = q
)
+ o(1).
In this situation each change-point estimator k̂j lies in a symmetric intervall of length cσ2d̃−2j,n
around kj and we define
k̂∗j := arg max
|k−kj |≤cσ2d̃−2j,n




|k̂j − kj |
σ2










≤ (x1, . . . , xq) , max
1≤j≤q
d̃2j,n
|k̂j − kj |
σ2











≤ (x1, . . . , xq) , max
1≤j≤q
d̃2j,n
|k̂j − kj |
σ2











≤ (x1, . . . , xq)
)
+ o(1).
The advantage of the estimators k̂∗1, . . . , k̂∗q is their independence as n is large. This follows by
the following considerations: k̂∗1, . . . , k̂∗q are independent if each of them only includes obser-
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vations the other estimators do not include. The estimators k̂∗j , j = 1, . . . , q, are respectively
based on observations
{
Xl : kj − cσ2d̃−2j,n −G ≤ l ≤ kj + cσ
2d̃−2j,n +G
}
, j = 1, . . . , q.
For an arbitrary ε > 0 and n large it follows by (D) that these sets are subsets of
{Xl : kj − (1 + ε)G ≤ l ≤ kj + (1 + ε)G} , j = 1, . . . , q,
























Thus, it is sufficient to derive the marginal distributions. For −c ≤ xj ≤ c we obtain by the




























It holds that Vk,n(G) = 0 for k = kj . For 0 < kj − k ≤ cσ2d̃−2j,n we receive with decomposition
(6.16) and the results in the proof of Lemma 6.9 that K1 = O(1) and further
Vk,n(G) = K1 + T5 + op(K1)
= −1
2
G−1|kj − k|(2G− |kj − k|)d̃2j,n − (T 0kj ,n(G)− T
0
































































 (1 + o(1)) + op(1)
by assumption (D). For 0 < k − kj ≤ cσ2d̃−2j,n we receive
Vk,n(G)
=










 (1 + o(1)) + op(1).
With s̃j,n := sσ2d̃−2j,n we define the process {Zs(G)} as
Zs(G) =








, s < 0










, s > 0


































































where {W1}, {W2} and {W3} are independent standard Wiener processes, since in each sum
are different errors εi involved. Moreover, the functional central limit theorem holds for the
sums above though they are shifted by G, since they are in distribution equal to the sums
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. Since the maximum


























(−|s| − (W1(s) +W2(s)− 2W3(s))) ≥
max
xj<s≤c
(−|s| − (W1(s) +W2(s)− 2W3(s)))
)
= P (−c ≤ arg max
−c≤s≤c
(−|s| − (W1(s) +W2(s)− 2W3(s))) ≤ x) −−−→
c→∞





6W (s)}, where {W (s)} is a standard Wiener process,
and a division with
√
6 does not change the arg max.
6.2. Asymptotic Results for the Long-Run Variance Estimator
In the last section we derived uniform rates of consistency for the change-point estimators
under the classical and the regime-witching model. These results were obtained under as-





variance estimator under the null hypothesis and the uniform stochastic boundedness un-
der the alternative, respectively. In this section we analyse whether the long-run variance
estimators, introduced in Section 5.3.3, fulfill these rates.
If the errors are an i.i.d. sequence the long-run variance is equal to the variance. Hence, it
is enough just to estimate the variance. For this situation we introduced the estimator σ̂2k,n




k,n,m in Section 5.3.3. In Section 6.2.1 we show
that these estimators converge with the rates specified in assumptions (L0) and (L1).







estimators the rate in assumption (L0) holds under certain conditions on bandwidths G and
Λn. The stochastic boundedness in assumption (L1) under the alternative is not fulfilled, but
the consistency results for the change-point estimators still hold if we alter condition (D),
respectively (Dr), appropriately.
6.2.1. Convergence of the Variance Estimator
We consider the special case of an independent and identically distributed error sequence














This estimator depends on the bandwidth G and G has to fulfill assumption (G), i.e. G
tends to infinity as n goes to infinity but not faster than n
2
2+ν log n, where ν is the same ν
as in the moment condition of the errors in (E1). We choose the ν as large as possible to
get a weak bandwidth assumption. If ν = 2 is the largest ν for which (E1) holds we alter





to σ2 under the null hypothesis.
Theorem 6.14. Let X1, ..., Xn follow either model (CCM) or (RSM) and the errors be an











Otherwise let bandwidth assumption (G) hold. Then, under H0,
max
G≤k≤n−G










































∣∣∣∣∣+ maxG≤k≤n−G 12 ∣∣ε2k−G+1,k∣∣ .
We use a result in Antoch et al. (2000) on page 24, which gives the asymptotic distribution of a








∣∣∣∣∣ under H0, error assumption















































































log(n/G)→ 0 by bandwidth assumption (6.24).
If 0 < ν < 2 we can use the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers (refer to
Theorem B.6 in the Appendix) with p = (2 + ν)/2 ∈ (1, 2) and E





































for the maxima in (6.25).
The next theorem shows the uniform stochastic boundedness of σ̂2k,n under the alternative.
Theorem 6.15. Let the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.14 hold and assume additionally
(Cd) and max
1≤j≤q
d̃2j,n = O(1), respectively (Cr) and max
1≤i<j≤K
d̃∗2i,j,n = O(1), on the change




Proof of Theorem 6.15. To begin with, we consider the classical model (CCM). Defining
the subsets
A := {k ∈ {G, . . . , n−G} : |kj − k| ≥ G ∀ k1, . . . , kq},
B := {k ∈ {G, . . . , n−G} : ∃kj ∈ {k1, . . . , kq} with 0 < kj − k < G},







































by Lemma 6.14. Further we deal with the case of k ∈ B and n large. If n is large enough
assumption (Cd) ensures that B is the disjunct union of the sets {k : 0 < kj − k < G},
j = 1, . . . , q. For k in an arbitrary but fixed set {k : 0 < kj − k < G} we obtain
Xk−G+1,k = εk−G+1,k + dj,n and (6.28)
Xk+1,k+G = εk+1,k+G +















εi + dj,n − εk+1,k+G −







εi + dj+1,n − εk+1,k+G −






































(kj − k)(k +G− kj)2d̃2j,n
G2
+



























∣∣∣∣∣ 1G (kj − k)(k +G− kj)Gd̃2j,nG2
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ max1≤j≤q d̃2j,n = O(1).
These calculations hold for every set {k : 0 < kj − k < G}, j = 1, . . . , q. Hence, we can
conclude that max
k∈B
σ̂2k,n = Op(1). With similar calculations we receive max
k∈C
σ̂2k,n = Op(1)
and obtain the assertion under the classical model. For the calculations it is only important
that the distance between two adjacent change points is larger than 2G for n large. Under
























σ̂2k,n > ε, d0(n) > 2G
)
+ o(1).
In this situation the arguments for the classical model remain true and we obtain the assertion.
In Remark 5.2 we introduced modified variance estimators for which we obtain in the next
corollary the same uniform consistency rates.
Corollary 6.16. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.14 hold.
(a) Then, under H0
max
G≤k≤n−G






























Proof of Corollary 6.16. In part (a) the results for variance estimators σ̂2k,n,l and σ̂
2
k,n,r are
shown in the proof of Theorem 6.14. For the third estimator σ̂2k,n,m we obtain
max
G≤k≤n−G















by the first two assertions. In part (b) the results for σ̂2k,n,l and σ̂
2
k,n,r are shown in Theorem
6.15 and the assertion for σ̂2k,n,m is obtained as above.
6.2.2. Convergence of the Long-Run Variance Estimator
We consider the long-run variance estimator

















Bartlett weights ω(x) := (1−x)I{|x| ≤ 1} and bandwidth Λn. To obtain rates of convergence
we make an assumption on the fourth order cumulant of the error sequence as in Berkes et al.
(2005), who have shown the almost sure convergence of the common Bartlett estimator under
weak and strong dependence assumptions. The fourth order cumulant κ(h, r, s) is given by
κ (h, r, s) = Eεiεi+hεi+rεi+s − γ(h)γ(r − s)− γ(r)γ(h− s)− γ(s)γ(h− r)
and we define the quantity
ν (h, r, s) = cov (εiεi+h, εi+rεi+s) = Eεiεi+hεi+rεi+s − γ(h)γ(r − s)
= κ (h, r, s) + γ(r)γ(h− s) + γ(s)γ(h− r).





. To receive this result we have to replace bandwidth assumption
(G) by (6.30). This assumption prevents that the assumptions on the bandwidth can be
weakend by the existence of higher momements than 4.
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Theorem 6.17. Let X1, ..., Xn follow either model (CCM) or (RSM) and the errors fulfill













































































































































































































∣∣∣∣∣ = op((log(n/G))−1). (6.39)












































































































































∣∣∣∣∣∣+ op((log(n/G))−1) = op((log(n/G))−1),















































































































































E ((εiεi+h − γ(h)) (εjεj+b − γ(b))) .
The boundedness of the weights by 1 and

































|ν (h, k, l)|
= Λ2nO(1),
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where the last step follows by assumption (6.33). Hence, the proof of (6.42) is complete. By










∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (G−1n 12 Λn) = op((log(n/G))−1).







































































For (6.39) we have with the boundedness of the weights by 1, (6.43) and bandwidth assump-

























h = O(1)G−1G−2nΛ2n = op(log(n/G)
−1).
Analogously the results for (6.36) can be obtained. From (6.25) in the proof of Lemma 6.14





















∣∣∣∣∣+ maxG≤k≤n−G 12 ∣∣ε2k−G+1,k∣∣ .





∣∣ε2k−G+1,k∣∣ = Op (G−2n) = op(log(n/G)−1).






















This yields the assertion.
In Theorem 6.18 we can only show that the rate Op (Λn) holds under the alternative. But the









since then (6.8) still holds. This condition is fulfilled for fixed changes due to assumptions
(6.30) and (6.31) on Λn. The same holds for the regime-switching model with the appropriate
modification of (Dr).
Theorem 6.18. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.17 hold and assume additionally (Cd)
and max
1≤j≤q
d̃2j,n = O(1), respectively (Cr) and max
1≤i<j≤K




∣∣τ̂2k,n − τ2∣∣ = Op (Λn) .
Proof of Theorem 6.18. We define the subsets
A := {k ∈ {G, . . . , n−G} : |kj − k| ≥ G ∀ k1, . . . , kq},
B := {k ∈ {G, . . . , n−G} : ∃kj ∈ {k1, . . . , kq} with 0 ≤ kj − k < G} and
C := {k ∈ {G, . . . , n−G} : ∃kj ∈ {k1, . . . , kq} with 0 < k − kj < G}
of {G, . . . , n − G} and show that the maximum of τ̂2k,n for k in A, B and C is of order Λn.
For k ∈ A and n large enough due to assumption (Cd) no change point is included in the
estimation of τ̂k,n, i.e.
τ̂2k,n = τ̂
2
k,n,0, k ∈ A,














(εi − εk+1,k+G)(εi+h − εk+1,k+G)
)
.








Next we deal with the case of k ∈ B. Since B ist the union of the sets {k : 0 ≤ kj − k < G},




τ̂2k,n = Op(Λn), (6.44)





The calculation of max
0<kj−k<G
τ̂2k,n includes the observations Xi, i = kj − 2G + 1, . . . , kj + G,
with
Xi = εi + dj,nI{i ≤ kj}+ dj+1,nI{i > kj}
as soon as n is large enough such that kj − kj−1 > 2G as well as kj+1 − kj > G. Then the
empirical means Xk−G+1,k, Xk+1,k+G, k = kj −G+ 1, . . . , kj , are given by (6.28) and (6.29)
as
Xk−G+1,k = εk−G+1,k + dj,n and
Xk+1,k+G = εk+1,k+G +
(kj − k)dj,n + (k +G− kj)dj+1,n
G
.
Therefrom, we obtain for kj −G < k ≤ kj
k−h∑
i=k−G+1
(Xi −Xk−G+1,k)(Xi+h −Xk−G+1,k) =
k−h∑
i=k−G+1








(εi − εk+1,k+G +Di,j,k) (εi+h − εk+1,k+G +Di+h,j,k)
with
Di,j,k := dj,nI{k < i ≤ kj}+ dj+1,nI{kj < i ≤ k +G− h} −
(kj − k)dj,n + (k +G− kj)dj+1,n
G
=
(GI{k < i ≤ kj} − (kj − k))dj,n − (G− (kj − k)−GI{kj < i ≤ k +G− h})dj+1,n
G
=
(GI{k < i ≤ kj} − (kj − k))(dj,n − dj+1,n)
G
=













(εi − εk+1,k+G) (εi+h − εk+1,k+G) +
k+G−h∑
i=k+1
R(i, k, j, h)
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with
R(i, k, j, h) := (εi − εk+1,k+G)Di+h,j,k +Di,j,k (εi+h − εk+1,k+G) +Di,j,kDi+h,j,k.











R(i, k, j, h).
















R(i, k, j, h),












































We split the set {k : 0 ≤ kj − k < G} into the disjunct sets {k : 0 ≤ kj − k < h} and






































































































∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (G− 12)

















2 Λn = op(1),


























Di,j,k (εi+h − εk+1,k+G)
∣∣∣∣∣ = Op(1) maxj=1,...,q |d̃j,n|G− 12 Λn
= op(1).
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Similar calculations yield max
k∈C
τ̂2k,n = Op(Λn). This yields the assertion under the classical
model. Since we have a uniform rate in equation (6.44), the assertion further holds under the
regime-switching model with the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.15.
Remark 6.19. Theorem 6.17 and 6.18 remain true for arbitrary weights ω(h/Λn) fulfilling
ω(h/Λn) = 0, h > Λn,










Proof of Remark 6.19. The results remain true, since we only used the first two properties
of the weights, but in (6.41). However, this equation holds by the last assumption.
As in Corollary 6.16, we obtain that the rates hold for the modified long-run variance estima-
tors as well.
Corollary 6.20. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.17 hold.
(a) Then, under H0,
max
G≤k≤n−G





























Proof of Corollary 6.20. The argument is analogous to the argument in the proof of Corol-
lary 6.16, aside from using Theorem 6.17 and Theorem 6.18 instead of Theorem 6.14 and
Theorem 6.15.
6.3. Examples for the Error Distribution
In Section 6.1 we obtained rates of consistency for the change-point estimators and derived the
joint asymptotic distribution. Further, we obtained in Section 6.2 consistency results for the
long-run variance estimators. These results were obtained under conditions (E1), (E2) and
(E3) on the error sequence. To see that these assumptions are not too restrictive, we discuss
some examples of error sequences, which fulfill these conditions. We introduced condition
(E1) Let the errors {εi} be a strictly stationary sequence with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν <∞ for some ν > 0,∑
h≥0
|γ(h)| <∞, where γ(h) = cov(ε0, εh),
and long-run variance





to ensure the validness of the invariance principle








εi − (W (k +G)−W (k))
∣∣∣∣∣ = op ((log(n/G))− 12) .
and the Hájek-Rényi-type moment condition








≤ C|j − i+ 1|ϕ.
We show that the assumptions (E2) and (E3) hold for an i.i.d. sequence and further for
various dependent sequences.
Example 6.21. (i.i.d. sequences) Let {εi : i ≥ 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables
with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν ≤ C <∞ for some ν > 0, C > 0.
To apply the invariance principle of Komlós et al. (1975) and Komlós et al. (1976) we have
to ensure that the probability space of the errors is rich enough to let a Wiener process
{W (i) : i ≥ 0} exist on it. For example the probability space of Bin(1, p) distributed errors
would be too small. Hence, we assume that the probability space is rich enough or we have


































εi − σW (k)
∣∣∣∣∣ .































εi − σW (k)
∣∣∣∣∣
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and receive by the invariance principle of Komlós et al. (1975) and Komlós et al. (1976) that







εi − σW (n)










εi − σW (k)
∣∣∣∣∣ = O(1).








εi − σW (k +G)
∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (n 12+νG− 12) = op ((log(n/G))− 12) .
To receive (E3) we can apply Theorem 3.7.8 in Stout (1974) (refer to Theorem B.5 in the









2 , where D only
depends on C and ν.
Example 6.22. (strongly mixing sequences) Let {εi : i ≥ 1} be a strictly stationary
sequence with
Eε1 = 0 and E |ε1|2+δ+∆ <∞ for some δ > 0, ∆ > 0,
and fulfill a strong mixing condition with mixing coefficient αn, i.e. it exists a nonincreasing
sequence {αn : n ≥ 1} with αn → 0 such that
|P (AB)− P (A)P (B)| ≤ αn
for all n, k ≥ 1, all A ∈ Mk1 and B ∈ M∞k+n, where Mlj is the σ-Algebra generated by





with some β > max(3, (2 + δ+ ∆)/(δ+ ∆)), we receive from Theorem B.2 that on a possibly




εi − τW (n)
∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (n 12−θ)
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εi − σW (k +G)
∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (n 12−θG− 12) . (6.45)















εi − σW (k +G)
∣∣∣∣∣ = op ((log(n/G))− 12) .










follows with Theorem 1 in Yokoyama (1980) assumption (E3).




ωsei−s, i ≥ 1,
where {ei : i ∈ Z} is an i.i.d. sequence with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν <∞ for some ν > 0







|f(t+ s)− f(t)| dt <∞.
Let the weights {ωs : s ≥ 1} satisfy
ωs = O(s






s, z ∈ C,
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and assume
g(z) 6= 0 for all |z| ≤ 1.
In the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 in Horváth (1997) was pointed out that under




, β > 0, and fulfills
the assumptions of Theorem 4 in Kuelbs and Philipp (1980) such that (6.45) holds. If further
(6.47) holds, (E3) follows.
Example 6.24. (m-dependent sequences) Let {εi : i ≥ 1} be a strictly stationary se-
quence of random variables with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν <∞ for some ν > 0.
Moreover, we let {εi} be m-dependent, i.e. εi and εj are independent whenever |i − j| > m.
Since m-dependent sequences are α-mixing with any rate β > 0, the results of Example 6.22
hold.
Example 6.25. (near-epoch dependent (NED) sequences) NED is a concept which
goes back to Billingsley (1968) and was further developed by McLeish (1975). Ling (2007)
established a strong invariance principle, which we use to show the validness of the assumption
(E2). The idea of NED is to consider the error sequence {εi : −∞ < i < ∞} and relate it
to an additional process {ξi : −∞ < i < ∞}. Then the dynamic dependence structure of
the error sequence {εi} is described with respect to {ξi}. As the name of NED indicates the
dependence structure of εi should essentially be described by ξi, . . . , ξi−m that are close in
time.
We assume that {ξi} is an i.i.d sequence and εi is F i−∞-measurable, where F lk denotes the








∣∣εi − E[εi|F ii−k]∣∣p) 1p = O(k−λ) (k →∞),
where p ≥ 1 and λ > 0. To apply the invariance principle from Ling (2007), we choose
p = 2 + ν with ν > 0 and λ > 2. Moreover, we let {εi} be a martingale difference in terms of
Fi with long-run variance τ2. Then there exists, on a probably enlarged probability space, a








εi − τW (k +G)
∣∣∣∣∣ = Op (n 12−θG− 12) = op ((log(n/G))− 12)
with bandwidth assumption (6.46). To confirm assumption (E3) we again apply Theorem
3.7.8 in Stout (1974), which states that the moment condition holds for martingale differences.





This section analyses the performance of the change-point estimators for smaller sample sizes.
We discuss how the variance estimator as well as the bandwidth influence the performance.
Due to the in general poor behaviour of the long-run variance estimators, we concentrate
on mean changes in an otherwise i.i.d. random sequence. Since in many applications models
are used which allow for simultaneous changes in the mean and in the variance, we further
discuss the performance of the MOSUM procedure in this context and illustrate how the
refined variance estimators introduced in Remark 5.2 can improve the performance.
7.1. Change Analysis of the Location Model with I.I.D. Errors
To get an overview of the performance of the MOSUM procedure, we have to consider several
different change-point constellations, i.e. we have to vary in the amount of change and in the
distance between change points. Since in the regime-switching model the waiting time until
particular change-point constellations occur can be very long, we use the classical model with
the deterministic change points as generating system.
We consider the situation of independent and identically standard normally distributed ran-
dom errors and simulate a random sampleX1, ..., Xn of size n = 500. The test statistic Tk,n(G)
is calculated for four different bandwidths G = 25, 40, 50, 75. Further, we set ε = 0.15 (refer
to (5.7)), choose the level α = 0.05 and compute the critical value Dn(G;α) along (5.4).
The results of this investigation are displayed in Figure 7.1 and 7.2. In each figure are three
blocks consisting of five pictures. In each block the topmost picture shows the same time series
with its change points marked by red vertical lines. Below, in each column the performance of
σ−1Tk,n(G), σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) and σ̂
−1
k,nTk,n(G) is displayed with bandwidths G = 25, 40, 50, 75.
The critical value Dn(G;α) is the blue horizontal line.
To begin with, we consider Figure 7.1 and have a look at the first two columns, where the
performances of σ−1Tk,n(G) and σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) are presented. The performance of σ−1Tk,n(G) is
good, whereas σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) performs quite poorly, since in case of the smaller bandwidths only
one change point is estimated and in case of the biggest bandwidth at least two. However, we
also note that the peaks of the statistic σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) are at the right place, but they are just too
small to detect the change. This is due to the overestimation of the variance (refer to Section
5.3.3). The behaviour of the statistic σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) is displayed in the third column, where
the use of variance estimator σ̂2k,n clearly improves the performance, since for the smallest
bandwidths at least two change points are detected and for the bigger bandwidths all three
change points are estimated almost correctly. If we compare the performance of the statistic
σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) to the performance of the statistic σ
−1Tk,n(G), we discover that they yield the
same results. However, the performance of σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) is even slightly better, since the peaks
are tighter. This is due to the overestimation of the variance near the change point.
Further, we observe that in general the bigger changes are detected better and larger band-
widths are needed to detect smaller changes. However, we will see in the example of Figure 7.2
that a bigger bandwidth G does not always achieve a better performance. In Figure 7.2 the
MOSUM procedure is analysed in the situation of smaller distances between the change points.
We have (k1, k2, k3) = (200, 250, 320).
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Figure 7.1.: Sample path and performance of σ−1Tk,n(G) (first column), σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) (second column)
and σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (third column) with bandwidths G = 25, 40, 50, 75 for independent
normal distributed errors with variance 1.











































































Figure 7.2.: Sample path and performance of σ−1Tk,n(G) (first column), σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) (second column)
and σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (third column) with bandwidths G = 25, 40, 50, 75 for independent
normal distributed errors with variance 1.
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The test statistics with the smaller bandwidths G = 25, 50 have three clear peaks, which
indicate the existence of three change points. Whereas with a growing bandwidth, the first
two peaks merge to one big peak. This behaviour is called oversmoothing and appears if the
moving window includes more than one change point.
In Figure 7.3 we consider the situation of three change points at (k1, k2, k3) = (200, 250, 320)
and independent t-distributed errors with three degrees of freedom. In general the perfor-
mance of the MOSUM procedure will be better for normal distributed errors, since Hušková
and Slabỳ (2001) derived the distribution of the test statistic for normal distributed obser-
vations. In this example the change points are estimated correctly under the use of variance
estimator σ̂2k,n with an appropriate bandwidth, i.e. G = 40. Further, we mention that the
choice of the parameter ε influences the performance. For bandwidth G = 25 and statistic
σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) the correct number of change points would have been estimated if ε has been
smaller, but for bandwidth G = 40 and statistic σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) a bigger ε would have improved
the performance.
In general, we recommend to apply the MOSUM procedure with different bandwidths to
get an impression of an adequate bandwidth. The bandwidth should be chosen as large as
possible, under the restriction that the resulting window does not include more than one
change point.
7.2. Change Analysis of the Location Model with Variance Varying Errors
In practise a mean change is often accompanied by a change in variance. Therefore, we inves-
tigate in this section the performance of the MOSUM procedure for simultaneous changes in
mean and variance and discuss how and why the in Section 5.3.3 modified variance estimators
σ̂2k,n,l, σ̂
2
k,n,r as well as σ̂
2
k,n,m alter, respectively improve, the performance.
Figure 7.4 includes in the upper row three different time series with a change in the mean from
two to four. Whereas the first time series has a simultaneous change in the variance from one
to five, the second one has a change in the variance from five to one and the last one has no
change. In the row below the performance of the test statistic σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) is presented. We
find that in presence of a variance change the change point is not detected. Rows three and
four include the behaviour of σ̂−1k,n,lTk,n(G) and σ̂
−1
k,n,rTk,n(G), where the first one detects the
mean change in the first case and the second one in the second case. The last row illustrates
the performance of σ̂−1k,n,mTk,n(G), which detects the change point in all cases.
To explain these results Figure 7.5 has been included and presents the performance of the four
different variance estimators in the three different situations. In the second row the estimator
σ̂2k,n does not estimate the variance correctly near the change point and also not directly at the
change point in presence of a change in the variance. At the change point we receive the mean
of the two different variances as an estimate. The second variance estimator σ̂2k,n,l, which uses
only the samples on the left side of the window, estimates the variance correctly before the
change point and underestimates it close after the change point if the variance gets larger,
and overestimates it close after the change point if the variance gets smaller. We observe
the opposite behaviour for the variance estimator σ̂2k,n,r, which uses only the samples on the
right side of the window. Since both estimators work only in one of the two situations well,
we prefer the minimum of them, which is given by variance estimator σ̂2k,n,m. This estimator
gives a good performance in both cases, as well as in the case of no variance change. In the
last case the variance is estimated correctly for all time points, though here the use of the
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estimator σ̂2k,n is preferable, since it is more stable and makes the peaks of the test statistic
tighter.
Finally, we discuss the simulations in Figure 7.6 to confirm the good performance of σ̂2k,n,m in
the test and estimation procedure. We consider three different situations with three change







4) = (3, 1, 3, 1), then we alter the variances to (σ21, σ22, σ23, σ24) = (5, 1, 5, 1) and in
the last case we also alter the expectations to (d1, d2, d3, d4) = (1, 3, 4, 3).
In the first case, where the variance changes are small, the original test statistic σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G)
obtains the three change points, but only by a small margin compared to σ̂−1k,n,mTk,n(G).
However, in case of bigger changes in the variance the estimation procedure with σ̂2k,n fails,
whereas the procedure with σ̂2k,n,m still yields good results. Even if the changes in the means
are smaller, as it is in the third case, all change points are detected.
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Figure 7.3.: Sample path and performance of σ−1Tk,n(G) (first column), σ̂−1n Tk,n(G) (second column)
and σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (third column) with bandwidths G = 25, 40, 50, 75 for independent t-
distributed errors with 3 degrees of freedom.











































































Figure 7.4.: Sample paths and performances of σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (second row), σ̂
−1
k,n,lTk,n(G) (third row),











































































































































Figure 7.5.: Sample paths and performances of σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (second row), σ̂
−1
k,n,lTk,n(G) (third row),
σ̂−1k,n,rTk,n(G) (fourth row) as well as σ̂
−1
k,n,mTk,n(G) (fifth row).











































































Figure 7.6.: Sample paths and performances of σ̂−1k,nTk,n(G) (second row), σ̂
−1
k,n,lTk,n(G) (third row),








(Y) Let {Yi} be a Rd-valued strictly stationary sequence of random vectors with
E[Y1] = 0, E‖Y1‖4+ν <∞ for some ν > 0,





for some β > max(3, (4 + ν)/ν).
(W) Let the weight function w : [0, 1]→ R be a left continuous function with existing right





(1− t)αw(t) <∞, for some 0 6 α < 1/2,
sup
η6t61−η
w(t) <∞, for all 0 < η 6 1
2
.
(E1) Let the errors {εi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a strictly stationary sequence with
Eε1 = 0, 0 < σ
2 = Eε21 <∞, E |ε1|
2+ν <∞ for some ν > 0,∑
h≥0
|γ(h)| <∞, where γ(h) = cov(ε1, ε1+h),
and long-run variance












εi − (W (k +G)−W (k))
∣∣∣∣∣ = op ((log(n/G))− 12) .








≤ C|j − i+ 1|ϕ.








(L0) Let the long-run variance estimators τ̂2k,n be based only on observations
Xk−G+1, . . . , Xk+G and fulfill
max
G≤k≤n−G






(L1) Let the long-run variance estimator τ̂2k,n be translation invariant, i.e.













(A) Let {αn : n ∈ N} satisfy





(Cd) Let for the minimum distance between two adjacent change points hold that
lim sup
n→∞
d0(n)/G = C > 2 with d0(n) := min
0≤j≤q
|kj+1 − kj |.
(Cr) Let for the minimum distance between two adjacent change points hold that
lim
n→∞
P (d0(n) > 2G) = 1 with d0(n) := min
0≤j≤qn
|kj+1 − kj |.





(Dr) Let d̃∗i,j,n := d
∗





(Q) Let {γn : n ∈ N} be a sequence such that
P (qn > γn) −→ 0.
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B. Theorems from Probability Theory
Theorem B.1. (Uniform law of large numbers, Theorem 6.5. in Rao (1962)) Let












∥∥∥∥∥ −→ 0 as n −→∞.
Theorem B.2. (Invariance principle of Kuelbs and Philipp (1980)) Let {ξn : n ≥ 1}
be a weak sense stationary sequence of Rd-valued random vectors, centered at expectations
and having (2 + δ)th moments with 0 < δ ≤ 1, uniformly bounded by 1. Suppose that





, ε > 0.
Write ξn = (ξn1, . . . , ξnd). Then, the two series in







converge absolutely. Denote the matrix (γij)(1≤i,j≤d) by Γ. Then, we can define the sequence
{ξn, n ≥ 1} on a new probability space together with a Brownian motion Xt with covariance
matrix Γ such that
∑
n≤t








for some λ > 0 depending on ε, δ and d only.









≤ C|j − i+ 1|ϕ
for some γ ≥ 1, ϕ > 1 and some constant C > 0. Then, for any positive and non-increasing











γ ≤ CA(ϕ, γ) n∑
k=1
cγkk
ϕ−1, where C is as above.
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Theorem B.4. Let K ⊂ Rp, p ∈ N, be a compact set, f : K → R a continous function and
x0 a unique maximizer of f , i.e. x0 = arg max
x∈K
f(x). Furthermore, let fn be a sequence of
stochastic functions with max
x∈K
|fn(x)− f(x)|




Proof of Theorem B.4. We prove the assertion in a deterministic setting, since then the
assertion follows in the almost sure sense and hence stochastically, too. We suppose that
x̂n does not converge to x0. Since K is compact, there exists a subsequence x̂mn with
x̂mn
P−→ x1 6= x0. Then, we receive
|fn(x̂mn)− f(x1)| ≤ |fn(x̂mn)− f(x̂mn)|+ |f(x1)− f(x̂mn)|
≤ max
x∈K
|fn(x)− f(x)|+ |f(x1)− f(x̂mn)| = o(1),




∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxx∈K |fn(x)− f(x)| = o(1).
Since x0 is the unique maximizer of f it holds f(x0) > f(x1), implying that the subsequence
and the original sequence have a different limit behaviour. This is a contradiction.
Theorem B.5. (Theorem 3.7.8 in Stout (1974)) Let {Xi : i ≥ 1} satisfy E [|Xi|γ ] ≤ C









for all a ≥ 0, all n ≥ 1, and some K <∞ holds if either
(i) {Xi : i ≥ 1} is a martingale difference sequence;






for some K <∞ and all n ≥ 1.
Theorem B.6. (Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers, Theorem




εk converges a.s. if E [|ε|p] <∞ and either p ≤ 1 or Eε = 0. In that case the
limit equals Eε for p = 1 and is otherwise 0.
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